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Renowned for quality, performance, and technological advancements in design 
for more than four decades, we take great pride in knowing that Safariland® 
products are the overwhelming choice of law enforcement agencies and 
competition shooters around the world. Why? Because we continually develop 
new products by working with the most creative and experienced users in the 
industry. From veteran law enforcement officers to our world-renowned Team 
Safariland shooters, we field test our products to provide you with the best 
product available.

We work hard to build on the unique leadership position we have earned. 
Today’s Safariland remains totally committed to serving those who put it all on 
the line to uphold order and keep the peace. And nobody does it better.

DUTY GEAR
INNOVATION NOT IMITATION™

SAVE 1697  Cpl. Harrison was deployed in Afghanistan and 
was working with his unit as a sniper looking for insurgents who were 
placing IEDs. They entered a location and his pointman stepped on an 
IED which detonated. Cpl. Harrison was hit with shrapnel on his Hatch 
knee pads and gloves which protected him from burns and further 
extensive injuries. His rifle was damaged and rendered useless in the 
blast but his M9 was secured and shielded in a Safariland thigh rig 
and he was able to draw it and defend the location until evac arrived. 

Because he still had the use of his hands, he was also able to administer first aid to the members of 
his unit that were critically wounded. Cpl. Harrison has since recovered from his wounds and has 
returned to active duty in Afghanistan.  

Cpl. Daniel Harrison 
United States Marine Corps
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STX Tactical® Finish
This is a special tactical “haircell” finish exclusive to Safariland. This textured finish helps 
to reduce wear-and-tear scratches on the product. It is famous  for its incredible strength, 
abrasion resistance and protective qualities. It is heat-laminated and molded to the exact 
shape of weapons and accessories for better security. It will not absorb water or sweat, 
dries quickly, and is easily cleaned with mild soap and water or Armor All®. A thin layer of 
suede in the liner protects the finish of guns and absorbs excess oils or lubricants.

STX PLAIN 
BLACK

STX  
TACTICAL®

STX  
BASKETWEAVE

STX Finishes
We’ve expanded our popular STX Tactical® finish to include Plain, Hi Gloss and 
Basketweave finish. This hard-shell STX material is heat-laminated and molded to 
the exact shape of weapons and accessories, and it’s extremely durable. It’s the only 
product available that addresses seat belt abrasion issues

SAFARILAND®

INNOVATION NOT IMITATION™

SAFARILAND FINISHES GUIDE

Available Colors

Traditional Leather Look Finish
Traditional leather has been the mainstay of the law enforcement community for decades. With 
the SafariLaminate process we offer an extremely durable leather look that offers easy care and 
maintenance for years of use. Offered in Plain, Basketweave and Hi Gloss.

SafariLaminate™
 Construction

SafariLaminate is a unique thermal-laminate process used for the construction of many Safariland 
products. This material is impervious to moisture, bloodborne pathogens, and does not break down like 
natural materials, making for an extremely durable and long-term professional looking product.

BASKETWEAVE HI GLOSS PLAIN BLACK

NYLON 
LOOK

STX HI GLOSS

FOLIAGE
GREEN OLIVE DRAB BLACKTAN
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RETENTION LEVEL CHART
Safariland duty holsters are not only built to last, they’re 
designed with weapon retention and officer safety in mind. 
However, no industry standard exists to rate a holster’s 
ability to resist weapon takeaway attempts. For that reason, 
Safariland has developed a system of rating a holster’s 
retention level.

Retention levels are tested with the initiation of a “grab and 
snatch” by an adversary. To qualify as Level I Retention™, a 
holster must provide for unlimited direction of force for five 
full seconds. At the end of the five seconds, the weapon 
must still be secure in the holster and the holster must still 
be attached to the wearer. The wearer must be able to 
accomplish a draw after the attack. These tests are then 
repeated with additional safety measures (with previous 
safety measure disengaged) to determine where a holster 
falls on the retention spectrum. For more information on the 
Safariland Holster Retention System, see our Web site or 
call Customer Care. These retention ratings give the holster 
buyer a method to quickly determine the relative retention 
level of different holster models.

The ALS® system is the latest evolution in retention 
holsters and builds upon the successful Self Locking 
System (SLS). With several patents to its credit, the 
key to this system is an internal locking device that 
secures the weapon in all directions simply upon 
reholstering. Level III Retention™ is achieved when 
used in conjunction with the SLS, which can also be 
elevated to Level IV Retention™ with the addition of 
the Sentry. Also available in Level I Retention™ and 
Level II Retention™ versions.

Additionally, holsters with this advanced ergonomic 
design are completely operable with the thumb, 
making training easy, and the straight-up draw 
makes them very instinctive to use, yet difficult for an 
assailant’s attempted takeaway. And finally, once the 
retention devices are released, the weapon can be 
drawn straight out of the holster with no twisting or 
other motion required. The ALS series holsters cover 
a wide array of market needs, from retention duty 
holsters to models in our popular tactical offerings 
to a belt loop, belt clip and paddle holster for the 
concealment markets, both with and without the SLS.

The SLS rotating hood has been tested and proven 
for many years on the 6280 and 6004 series of 
holsters. Simply push down and rotate forward as 
you obtain your shooting grip. To close, pull back 
on the hood, and the SLS self locks. There are no 
snaps or straps to manipulate. The Hood Guard helps 
protect the SLS from impact and inadvertent release, 
especially in an attempted takeaway. Included 
with all duty and tactical versions. Constructed of 
SafariLaminate™, a thermal-molded holster design to 
help protect the handgun and accessories for years 
of use.

The ALS is a unique design that locks into the ejection port 
and is operated by the thumb once the SLS is released.

The SLS rotating hood has been tested and proven for many 
years on the 6280 and 6004 series of holsters. Simply push down 
and rotate forward as you obtain your shooting grip. To close, 
pull back on the hood, and the SLS self locks. There are no 
snaps or straps to manipulate.

The Hood Guard helps protect the SLS from impact and 
premature release, especially in an attempted takeaway. 
Included with all duty and tactical versions.

Constructed of SafariLaminate™, a thermal-molded holster to 
help protect the handgun and gun-mounted accessories for 
years of use.

The SLS rotating hood has been tested and proven for many 
years on the 6280 and 6004 series of holsters. Simply push down 
and rotate forward as you obtain your shooting grip. To close, 
pull back on the hood, and the SLS self locks. There are no 
snaps or straps to manipulate.

The Hood Guard helps protect the SLS from impact and 
premature release, especially in an attempted takeaway. 
Included with all duty and tactical versions.

Optional Sentry lever increases retention level by one.

6365 DUTY

6280 DUTY

6305 TACTICAL

6004 TACTICAL

6342 EDW 6377 CONCEALMENT

6520 EDW

4

1

3

1

2

3

Level I
Retention holsters offer 
Moderate Retention.
Shown on page: 50
2
200
2005
6390
6395

Level II
Retention holsters offer 
Enhanced Retention.
Shown on page: 51
295
2955
6280
6285
6390#

6395#

Level III 
Retention holsters offer 
Optimum Retention.
Shown on page: 52
070
0705
6280†

6285†

6360
6365

Level IV 
Retention holsters offer 
Exceptional Retention.
Shown on page: 52
6280**

6285**

6360*

6365*

† Tension screw properly adjusted or with addition of Sentry
*With addition of Sentry
**Properly adjusted tension screw and with addition of Sentry
# With addition of ALS® Guard

Contact us for detailed testing procedures and to request a video.

6287 CONCEALMENT

1

2
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6390 ALS® Level I with Mid-Ride UBL
•	Level I Retention™ holster 

•	ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures 
weapon once holstered; simple straight up 
draw once the release is deactivated 

•	Hood Guard installed 

•	Open Top design without SLS for quick retrieval 
of weapon 

•	SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction 
protects handgun and sights 

•	Optional ALS Guard available for increasing 
level of security by one to Level II Retention™ 

•	Offered in 2" (50 mm) or 2.25" (58 mm) belt slots 

•	Available in STX Tactical® (all colors), STX Plain, 
STX Basketweave or STX Hi Gloss finishes

6395 with Low-Ride UBL
•	1.5" (38 mm) Belt Drop version

PATENTED

PATENTED

SAFARILAND®

 RETENTION LEVELS
Officer safety is critical. That’s why Safariland created the Retention Level system as a guide to holster selection. The 
holsters in this catalog are classified by their Retention Levels to help you choose the right holster for your needs. In the 
interest of safety for police officers, Safariland introduced the Retention Level System in 1985, providing useful holster 
selection information to the marketplace. This system helped officers evaluate and make informed decisions on the 
type of holster needed for different scenarios and environments. Safariland set this initial standard, and to this day is 
the only holster manufacturer with established, strict testing criteria to evaluate the Retention Level of a duty holster.

LEVEL I RETENTION™

63
90

2 Hi-Ride Level I Duty
•	Level I Retention™ holster 

•	Molded, slotted belt loop design 

•	Hi-ride position, slightly forward grip cant 
permits fast, easy draws 

•	Excellent weapon retention; thumb break 
with one-way directional snap 

•	For pistols only 

•	Offered in 2.25" (58 mm) belt slots 

•	Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, 
Nylon Look or Hi Gloss finishes

2
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LEVEL II RETENTION™

295 Level II with Mid-Ride UBL
•	Level II Retention™ holster 

•	  Features front wraparound thumb break 
and an internal trigger guard lock for secure 
weapon retention 

•	  Mid-ride belt position and slightly forward grip 
cant allow for comfortable carry and quick, 
easy draw 

•	  Available for double-action only pistols; 
not recommended for single-action or 
conventional double-action pistols 

•	Not available for revolvers 

•	  Offered in 2" (50 mm) or 2.25" (58 mm) belt slots 

•	  Available in Plain Black, Basketweave,  
Hi Gloss or Nylon Look finishes

2955 with Low-Ride UBL
•	1.5" (38 mm) Belt Drop version

29
5

200 Top Gun Level I with Mid-Ride UBL
•	  Level I Retention™ holster

•	  Features a top draw, mid-ride, straight-drop 
cant and a thumb break with a one-way 
directional snap 

•	  Adjustable holster tensioning device easily 
allows the controlling of friction with the 
turn of a screw 

•	For pistols or revolvers 

•	  Offered in 2" (50 mm) or 2.25" (58 mm) belt 
slots only 

•	  Available in Plain Black, Basketweave,  
Hi Gloss or Nylon Look finishes

2005 with Low-Ride UBL 
 1.5" (38 mm) Belt Drop version

20
0

6285 with Low-Ride UBL
•	1.5" (38 mm) Belt Drop version

PATENTED

PATENTED

62
80

6280 SLS Level II with Mid-Ride UBL
•	Level II Retention™ holster 

•	SLS (Self Locking System) Rotating Hood 

•	  Mid-ride position allows for excellent 
weapon protection and quick, easy draw 

•	Top draw and straight-drop cant 

•	For pistols or revolvers 

•	  Level III Retention™ with optional Sentry 
installed or tension screw properly adjusted 

•	  Offered for weapons with and without rail 
mounted lights 

•	  Offered in 2" (50 mm) or 2.25" (58 mm) belt slots 

•	  Available in Plain Black, Basketweave,  
Hi Gloss, Nylon Look, STX finishes or  
STX Tactical® (all colors)
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070  SSIII Level III with Mid-Ride UBL
•	Level III Retention™ holster 

•	  Mid-ride belt position and slightly forward grip cant 
allow for comfortable carry and quick, easy draw 

•	  Top thumb break and middle finger release tab, 
internal ejection port lock 

•	For pistols or revolvers 

•	Offered for 2.25" (58 mm) belt slot only 

•	  Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, Hi Gloss or 
Nylon Look finishes

PATENTED

0705 with Low-Ride UBL
•	1.5" (38 mm) Belt Drop version

63
60

6365  
with Low-Ride UBL
•	  1.5" (38 mm) Belt  

Drop version

6360 ALS® Level III with Mid-Ride UBL
•	Level III Retention™ holster 

•	Level IV Retention™ with optional Sentry installed 

•	ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered 

•	Hood Guard installed 

•	SLS (Self Locking System) Rotating Hood 

•	Slim, compact design allows weapon to ride close to body 

•	Simple straight up draw once all releases are deactivated 

•	  Mid-ride belt loop allows excellent weapon protection and quick,  
easy draw 

•	Fits available for light mounted weapons 

•	Offered in 2" (50 mm) or 2.25" (58 mm) belt slots only 

•	  Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, Hi Gloss, Nylon Look,  
STX finishes or STX Tactical® (all colors)

LEVEL III & IV RETENTION
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745BL  
•	  Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy 

attachment and detachment from 
belt. See page 57 for details

6312  Ambidextrous 
Version

BACK

520 Thumb Break Clip-On Style
•	SafariLaminate™ construction with suede lining 

•	  Clip-on style belt loop with the ability to fit 1.5" (38 mm),  
1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm) or 2.25" (58 mm) belts 

•	Now also available for the Taser® X3 

•	  Belt clip is user-adjustable for cant angle; designed for vertical 
or cross draw carry 

•	Closed bottom with drain hole to protect cartridge and officer 

•	Available in Plain Black, Basketweave or Hi Gloss finishes

PATENT
PENDING

EDW HOLSTERS
Safariland® offers a wide array of holster models to address the market expansion in the use of EDWs, or 
electronic discharge weapons. The Safariland SLS, ALS® and other safety features have improved the 
offerings of the EDW holster from a simple device to hold a weapon into a Retention Level-quality holster. 

PATENT
PENDING

PATENT
PENDING

6342  ALS® EDW Holster with Clip
•	Level I Retention™ holster 

•	ALS® (Automatic Locking System) securely locks the 
electronic discharge weapon into place without any straps 
or snaps to manipulate 

•	Standard ride with clip-on style belt loop that fits 1.5" (38 
mm), 1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm) and 2.25" (58 mm) belt widths 

•	Closed bottom with drain hole to protect cartridge and officer 

•	Made to fit the Taser® Model X26; safety on X26 is automatically activated once 
weapon is reholstered 

•	Ergonomically designed ALS release that is completely operable with the thumb; 
depress lever, slightly rock back to draw 

•	Thermal-molded SafariLaminate™ construction protects EDW and sights 

•	Available in STX Tactical®, STX Plain, STX Basketweave or STX Hi Gloss finishes
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6520 SLS EDW Holster with Clip
•	Level II Retention™ holster 

•	SLS (Self Locking System) Rotating Hood 

•	Now available for the Taser® X2 and X3 

•	  Clip-on style belt loop with ability to fit 1.5" (38 
mm), 1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm) or 2.25" (58 mm); 
belt loop is user-adjustable for cant angle 

•	Designed for vertical or cross draw carry 

•	  Closed bottom with drain hole to protect 
cartridge and officer 

•	  SafariLaminate™ construction with suede lining 

•	  Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, Hi Gloss, 
Nylon Look, STX finishes or STX Tactical®  
(all colors)

521-CAP  EDW Cartridge Accessory Plate   
•	Attaches to the 745BL Belt Clip 

•	  Provides convenient storage area for additional 
EDW cartridge 

•	Available for Models 520 & 6520 

•	  Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, Hi Gloss or 
Nylon Look finishes 
 
Holster sold separately

6287 SLS EDW Belt Slide
•	Level II Retention™ holster

•	Rides close to body

•	SLS (Self Locking System) Rotating Hood

•	Universal Belt Loop available in 7 options

•	  Adjustable cant, can be worn strongside or 
cross draw

•	  Closed bottom with drain hole to protect 
cartridge and officer

•	SafariLaminate™ construction with suede lining

•	  Available in Plain Black or STX Tactical® 
finishes

PATENTED
PATENTED

5122 Open Top EDW with Belt Clip
•	Safety on the Taser® EDW is automatically activated 

once the weapon is reholstered

•	Trigger guard detent offers reliable weapon retention 

•	Thermal-molded SafariLaminate™ construction 
protects EDW and sights

•	Open Top design allows for quick draw and 
reholstering

•	Closed bottom with drain hole protects cartridge and 
officer

•	Comes standard with 745BL Belt Clip offering 3 
different cants

•	Fits belts from 1.5" (38 mm) to 2.25" (58 mm) in width

•	Available in STX Tactical® (all colors), STX Plain, STX 
Basketweave, or STX Hi Gloss finishes 51

22
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51  Garrison With Square Buckle  
1.75" (45 mm)

•	Full grain leather construction

•	  Includes removable square chrome or brass 
buckle

031 D-Ring Belt 1.5" (38 mm)
•	Reinforced instructor-style belt

•	Lined with loop material

87/87V  Sam Browne Belt  
2.25" (58 mm)

•	Standard duty belt with a suede lining

•	  4-stitch design with free-sliding keeper to hold 
belt tip in place

•	  Double-tongued buckle and center belt stud 
fasten belt firmly around waist

•	87V with hook lining

•	Choice of chrome or brass buckle

146/146V  Border Patrol With Buckle 
2.25" (58 mm)

•	Billeted belt design with 1.25" billets and buckle

•	  The 1.25" (32 mm) and 2.25" (58 mm) keepers hold 
the interior and exterior belt tips in place

•	  146V version features hook lining

•	Choice of chrome or brass buckle

94/94P  Buckleless™ Belt 2.25" (58 mm)
•	  Features a hidden brass hook and a hook and 

loop closure on both ends

•	  Belt is lined with a band of hook and loop and 
attaches to the lining on the Model 99 or 992, 
completing the Buckleless system

•	94P without hook and loop

872 Contoured Belt 2.25" (58 mm)
•	  4-stitch design with suede lining and free-sliding 

keeper to hold belt tip in place

•	  2.25" (58 mm) duty belt is contoured for proper 
alignment and greater comfort

•	  Greater all-day comfort; no sharp edges to dig into 
hips

•	Choice of chrome or brass buckle

992  Reversible SafariLaminate™ Belt  
1.5" (38 mm)

•	Lined with loop material

•	  Designed to be worn under duty belts with hook 
as the foundation of the Safariland® Buckleless™ 
system

•	The 992 is the contour version of the 99

942  Contoured Buckleless™ Belt 2" (50 mm) 
or 2.25" (58 mm)

•	Tip of belt points to the right side of the officer

•	  Greater all-day comfort by distributing weight 
evenly; no sharp edges to dig into hips

•	  Lined with hook to mate with 99 underbelt

•	Features a hidden brass hook closure

99/999  Buckleless™ Reversible Belt  
1.5" (38 mm)

•	  Loop can be worn on the outside, creating a 
Buckleless system

•	Order 999 for belt without loop lining

4325  Nylon Buckleless™ Reversible 
Belt 1.5" (38 mm)

•	Hook and loop closure

•	Lined with loop material

875  Sam Browne Stitched Edge  
2.25" (58 mm)

•	  Standard duty belt with a plain border stitch

•	  Double-tongued buckle and center belt stud 
fasten belt firmly around waist

•	Choice of chrome or brass buckle

4320  Padded Belt Liner 
•	  Provides a padded buffer between duty belt 

and body

•	  Helps eliminate possible bruising and other 
comfort issues associated with wearing a duty 
belt for long periods of time

4332 ELS Tactical Belt 2" (50 mm)
•	  Features full length hook lining for use with 

Bianchi® 8106 Liner Belt

•	  Buckleless design features two large knobs for 
locking in ELS mounting holes

•	  Pre-cut ELS mounting holes for straight up or 
angled attachment of ELS Receiver Plates 

•	  Available in Nylon Look, Tan or Foliage Green 
finishes

 ELS sold separately (see page 74)

832 QAS Duty Belt 2.25" (58 mm)
•	  Pre-cut ELS (Equipment Locking System) and 

QLS (Quick Locking System) holes in the belt 
for mounting ELS 35 and QLS 22 Receiver Plates

•	  Buckleless™ design features two large studs 
that fit into pre-cut holes instead of buckle

•	  Features full length hook lining for use with 
Bianchi® 8106 Liner Belt

•	  Available in Nylon Look, Plain Black, 
Basketweave or Hi Gloss finishes 
  
ELS and QLS sold separately (see page 82)

4832

4832 Lightweight Duty Belt 2.25" (58 mm)
•	   Full length hook lining for use with Safariland 

Model 99 or 4325

•	   Buckleless™ design featuring hidden brass hook

•	Up to 30% lighter than standard duty belts

DUTY BELTS
All belts available in Black unless otherwise specified.
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SPACER KITS
Spacer kits are available that position the holster away from the body to accommodate various body shapes. Contact our Customer Care staff for more information.

T-SPACER-KIT
•	For use with the 3-hole patterned holsters

•	Positions holster farther away from body for a 
smooth and comfortable draw

•	Designed to customize holster location to 
accommodate various shapes

CUSTOMIZED-KIT
•	For use with holsters and accessories

•	Positions holster farther away from body for a smooth and 
comfortable draw

•	Designed to customize holster/accessory location to accommodate 
various shapes

OVAL SPACER-KIT
•	For use with 3-hole patterned holsters

•	Positions upper portion of holster farther away 
from body without spacing the bottom any 
further, giving an increased “outward” cant

•	Designed to customize holster placement to 
accommodate various shapes

HDA-KIT
•	Designed to lower holster by 2" (50 mm)

•	Positions holster away from body to 
accommodate various shapes

•	Right and left hand specific

6281HDA  
Drops Holster By 2"

P2201  Converts 2.25" UBL 
To a 2" Belt Slot

6070UBL
2" or 2.25"

6075UBL
2" or 2.25"

UNIVERSAL BELT LOOP (UBL)
•	 Will not pinch or add pressure to hip bone (support ridge removed from the belt shank)

•	 Locks onto the duty belt with belt slot design, no belt tension screws needed; will not damage top of belt

•	Compatible with any holster with the 3-hole pattern

DUTY HOLSTER 
ACCESSORIES
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Mid-ride: standard ride height

568BL  
Up To 1.75"
•	 No belt necessary for use

HOLSTER MOUNTING 
PLATFORMS
Safariland® offers the broadest line of holsters for law enforcement, so it follows that we would also provide the most 
extensive line of mounting platforms and accessories for our holsters. These options add versatility, comfort and 
convenience as you perform your duties. From our Universal Belt Loop (UBL) to our belt slides, our Drop Flex Adapter 
and more, there is a mounting platform to fit your needs.

6004-DFA  
Drop Flex Adapter 
•	 Allows user to wear a thigh rig 

below the hip without shifting 
weight farther down the leg

•	Keeps rig from sliding on belt

•	 Can be used on belt widths up to 
2.25" (58 mm)

•	 For use in conjunction with the 
6004-10 leg shroud

566BL
•	 Rides 1" or 2" higher than 

standard 567BL belt loop

•	Fit belt widths up to 1.5" (38 mm)

6004-UFA  
Universal Flex Adapter 
•	 Allows user to wear a thigh rig below 

the hip without shifting weight farther 
down the leg

•	 Hole pattern on UFA makes 
connecting to various mounts possible 
including the 568BL Paddle, ELS Fork, 
QLS Fork, or 745BL Belt Clip

•	 For use in conjunction with 6004-10 
leg shroud

745BL  Belt Clip
•	 Designed with a 3-hole pattern, 

allowing interchangeability among 
various Safariland holsters

•	 Clips on/off belt without having to 
remove other accessories on rig

•	 Made of durable nylon; will pass a 
Level I Retention™ pull test

•	 Fits belt widths from 1.5" (38 mm) to 
2.25" (58 mm)

6070UBL-PAD 
6075UBL-PAD
•	 Provides a soft pad between the body and 

Universal Belt Loop (UBL)

•	 Helps address comfort issues associated with 
wearing a duty belt for long periods of time

•	 Works equally well for both male and 
female officers

UBL STYLES
Our popular UBL (Universal Belt Loop) is offered in three ride heights for various body styles

Mid-ride with HDA: drop 
version 2" below waist

Low-ride: drop version 
1.5" below waist

567BL  
1.5" To 2.25"
•	 Seven different options 

available up to 2.25"

with QLS

with ELS

with 568BL

PATENT PENDING
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LOCKED UNLOCKED

SLS/ALS ACCESSORIES
Four uniquely designed accessories for Safariland duty holsters with the SLS (Self Locking System) and ALS® (Automatic 
Locking System) systems. Available for the following models:

•	 SLS:  6004, 6005, 6034, 6035, 6230, 6235, 6280, 6285, 6287, 6520 

•	 ALS®:  6304, 6305, 6354, 6355, 6360, 6365, 6384, 6385, 6390, 6395

6000 SLS Hood Guard
•	     Features a uniquely designed accessory 

protection for the SLS holster system

•	Will adapt to any SLS holster

•	Colors: Black, Tan, Foliage Green

6006 ALS® Guard
•	  Provides additional security for select ALS® 

concealment, tactical and duty holsters

•	   Fits the following models: 6354, 6355, 6377, 6378, 
6379, 6384, 6385, 6390 and 6395

•	  Covers ALS lever to prevent any accidental or 
unauthorized use

•	  Can be retrofitted onto existing ALS 
concealment holsters

•	Color: Black

6001 SLS Sentry
•	     Features a uniquely designed accessory 

protection for the SLS holster system

•	  Will adapt to any SLS holster and increase the 
retention level by one

•	Color: Black

6002 SLS Sentry & Hood Guard
•	  Features the Sentry installed into the Hood Guard

•	Will adapt to any SLS holster

•	Colors: Black, Tan, Foliage Green

•	Note: Sentry only available in Black

FRONT VIEW BACK VIEW
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DUTY ACCESSORIES
•	Durable lamination process for long-lasting wear 

•	All accessories are designed to fit 2.25" (58 mm) 
duty belts unless otherwise specified 

•	Finishes offered: traditional leather look; in Plain, 
Basketweave or Hi Gloss; STX Tactical® in all 
colors 

•	Many Safariland® duty accessories are available 
with hidden snap closure. Visit safariland.com/
dutygear 

•	Snap versions available in Chrome, Brass or Black

NOTE: Items noted with (*) are available in STX finish

74* Handgun/Rifle Combination Magazine Pouch
•	Designed to carry two handgun magazines and one rifle magazine 

•	Adjustable tension device to help retain magazine in pouch 

•	Optimal for duty officers with carbine or rifle within vehicle

78* Slimline Double Magazine Pouch
•	Magazines are oriented “face out” to save space on belt

•	Optimal for use on tactical rigs due to minimal width

•	Durable SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction 

•	Vertical and horizontal belt slots

•	Fits 2.25" (58 mm) belt widths
•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

775*  Slimline Open Top Triple Magazine Pouch
•	Provides triple magazine retention without flap in an area 

comparable to standard dual magazine pouches

•	Durable SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction 

•	Vertical and horizontal belt slots

•	Magazines are oriented “face out” to save space

•	Fits 2.25" (58 mm) belt widths
•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

79*  Slimline Open Top Double Magazine Pouch
•	Magazines are oriented “face out” to save space on duty belt

•	Optimal use on tactical rigs due to minimal width

•	Durable SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction 

•	Vertical belt slots

•	Fits 2.25" (58 mm) belt width

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

72  Double Magazine and Cuff Pouch
•	  Adjustable angle positions designed into belt loop

•	  Designed to carry two handgun magazines and one pair of handcuffs

•	  Adjustable tension device to help retain magazines in pouch

73 Open Top  Double Magazine Pouch
•	  Features adjustable angle positions for both vertical and horizontal carry

•	  Low cut design and space between pouches for quick magazine retrieval

•	Tension screw allows retention adjustment
72

78*

73

79*

74

775*

777*  Slimline Triple Magazine 
Pouch

•	Magazines are oriented “face out” 
to save space on duty belt

•	Vertical and horizontal belt slots

•	Durable SafariLaminate™ thermal-
molded construction 

•	Fits 2.25" (58 mm) belt widths
•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

77
7
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76*  Single Magazine Pouch
•	Several sizes to fit most popular magazines

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

77* Double Magazine Pouch
•	  Vertical/horizontal belt slots for regular/low-profile 

position

•	  Tension screw allows you to adjust magazine retention

•	  Span between pouches plus low cut allow for a 
quick and easy draw

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

75* Open Top Double Magazine Pouch
•	  Span between pouches plus low cut allow for a 

quick and easy draw

•	Tension screw allows retention adjustment

33  Surgical Glove Holder
•	Hook and loop closure

•	  Holds one or three pair of surgical gloves; please specify

306*  Open Top Mini-Flashlight Holder

•	  Half-sheath style fully protects selected mini Flashlights 

308*  Hand-Held Flashlight Holder
•	Flap closure style to fit select hand-held lights

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

307*  Light/EDW Cartridge Holders
•	  Pouch fits most popular gun mounted lights 

•	Also designed for the Taser® cartridge

•	Fits 2” to 2.25” (50 mm-58 mm) duty belt

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

35*  Baton Holder
•	Designed for expandable baton

•	Extended baton can be reholstered

•	  Fits 16" (406 cm), 21" (533 cm) or 26" (660 cm) length batons  

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

135*  Baton Holder
•	  Designed for expandable baton

•	  Fits 16" (406 cm), 21" (533 cm) or 26" (660 cm) length 
batons

•	26" length also fits Streamlight Stinger®

•	  Available in two sizes for 1.5" and 2"-2.25"  
(38 mm-58 mm) belts

37-8* Open Top  Impact Round Holder
•	  Open Top pouch for 37/40 mm less lethal rounds

•	  Can be ordered for 2.25" (58 mm) belt slide or mount 
on leg and vest accessory

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

38-8*  Impact Round Case, Top Flap
•	  Closed top pouch for 37/40 mm less lethal rounds

•	  Designed for the eXact Impact™ and Direct Impact® 
rounds

•	  Can be ordered for 2.25" (58 mm) belt slide or mount 
on leg and vest accessory

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

75*

35* 135*

33*

306*

38-8* 37-8*

307*

308*

76* 77*

134 Baton Holder for AutoLock® Defender
•	Designed exclusively for the Monadnock® 

Defender expandable baton

•	Baton can be reholstered while extended 

•	Comes standard with 745BL Belt Clip offering 3 
different cants for user

•	Intended to be worn cross draw (right hand 
version will normally sit of left side of body) but 
can also be worn strongside

•	Fits belts from 1.5" (38 mm) to 2.25" (58 mm) in width

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

277* Quad Magazine Pouch 
•	  Designed with space for up to four 1911-style 

magazines; also offered in 10-round versions

•	  Center divider retains extra magazine while fixed 
magazine is in use

•	  Vertical or horizontal belt slots for standard or low 
profile positions

•	  Ideal for agencies that require a certain amount of 
ammunition yet allow 1911-style weapons

13
4

27
7
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64 Value Keeper 2"
•	  Increased value, molded design holds accessories 

in place without high cost

•	Standard 0.75” (19 mm) belt keeper

•	Design matches all 2” (58 mm) duty belts

65  Belt Keeper
•	Standard 0.75" (19 mm) belt keeper

•	Design matches all 2.25" (58 mm) duty belts

•	Also available for 2" (50 mm) belts

67/67S  Baton Ring

•	Also fits C-cell flashlights

•	67 (not shown) is without snap

63  Slotted Belt Keeper
•	Slotted, two-snap belt keeper

•	Slot fits up to 1.75" (45 mm) belts 

169S  Key Ring
•	Heavy-duty metal spring hook

•	Allows for easy key removal

•	1-snap design

168  Key Ring
•	Heavy-duty metal spring hook

•	Protective flap

•	2-snap design

DOES NOT 
INCLUDE KEY

730  Heavy Duty Flashlight Ring
•	Heavy-duty

•	Features a shatter-resistant nylon ring 

•	1-snap closure

•	  For D-cell and  
C-cell flashlights

692S  Baton Ring with Snap
•	For side-handle batons 

•	Snaps/slides on duty belt

62  Belt Keeper
•	Slot fits up to 1.75" (45 mm) belts

•	Hidden snap

66  Value Keeper 2.25"
•	  Increased value, molded design holds accessories 

in place without high cost

•	Standard 0.75" (19 mm) belt keeper

•	Design matches all 2.25" (58 mm) duty belts

68  Slotted Value Keeper
•	  Increased value, molded design holds 

accessories in place without high cost

•	Slot fits up to 1.75" (45 mm) belts

•	Design matches all 2.25" (58 mm) duty belts

62

67/67S 168 169S 692S 730

63 64 65 66 68 654 655

HK-11 Hide-a Keyper™

•	  Hidden handcuff key on inside of belt keeper

170  Silent Key Holder
•	SafariLaminate™ construction

•	Hook and loop adjustable pouch 17
0

HK
-1

1
654  Slotted Belt Keeper
•	Slot fits up to 1.75" (45 mm) belts

•	4-snap closure

655  Heavy Duty Belt Keeper
•	  Rugged, heavy-duty, two-snap belt keeper

•	Extra wide at 1.25" (32 mm)
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290/290H  Double Handcuff Case
•	Specify chain or hinged cuffs

•	290H (not shown) fits hinged cuffs

690  Handcuff Strap
•	  Secures one pair of cuffs to duty rig

•	Saves space on duty belt

•	1-snap design

37* Open Top Mace®/OC Spray Holder
•	Open Top for quick access

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

38* Mace®/OC Holder
•	Top flap for added security

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

768  Compact Spare Cuff™  Holder
•	  Metal clip attachment to fit 2" to 2.25"  

(50 mm-58 mm) duty belt

762*  Radio Holder with Swivel
•	  Features a detachable swivel belt loop for easy retrieval

•	  Protective pouch and adjustable bungee cord  
tie-down with a snap closure

763  Universal Radio Holder – Portable
•	Universal fit

•	  Features an adjustable band to fit almost any 
standard portable police radio

•	  Bottom lip prevents the radio from falling through

764  Cassette Recorder Case
•	 Fits recorders up to 2.5" W x 1.5" H x 3.5" L (64 x 

38 x 89 mm)

•	 Features a protective pouch and an adjustable 
bungee cord tie-down with a snap closure

761*  Adjustable Radio Holder
•	Formed protective pouch

•	  Adjustable bungee cord tie-down with a snap closure

•	Fits most standard portable police radios

90/90H  Handcuff Case
•	Specify chain or hinged cuffs

•	90H (not shown) fits hinged cuffs 

190*/190H*  Handcuff Case
•	Specify chain or hinged cuffs

•	190H (not shown) fits hinged cuffs

•	Part of the 6004/6005 tactical system

37* 38*

90 190 290 690

761* 762* 763 764 768

090  Open Top 
Handcuff Case

•	Open Top formed

•	  Fits chain or hinged 
cuffs

090

" I have been using Safariland Duty Gear for 21 years.  Currently I use the ALS 6360 
Holster and the Model 78 Slimline Mag Pouch.  Safariland makes the best Duty Gear 
using the latest in technology and innovation."       

        – Officer Walter Klaus
           West Springfield Special Police
            West Springfield,  MA
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080-12  Shotgun Shell Holder
•	  Molded shotgun shell holder holds two 12-gauge 

shells

•	  Belt clip features an extended bottom hook for 
security

•	  Ffts belts up to 2.25" (58 mm)

081-12  Shotgun Shell Holder
•	   Molded shotgun shell holder holds two 12-gauge 

shells

•	Includes mounting holes 

371 Single Speedloader Holder
•	  Featuring ultra-low profile and quick, easy, single-

action draw, providing the fastest “top-flap” 
speedloader holder available

•	  Design carries cartridges on either side of the belt

•	  Allows user to grip both sides of the loader while 
unsnapping the top flap

•	Fits 1.75" (45 mm) belts

CD-6  Speedloader Holder
•	  Strong, epoxy-coated steel clips
•	  Lined with a vinyl pad insert to ensure loader stability
•	  Split-Six CD-6 is designed for 1.75" (45 mm) belts

ML-1 / ML-2  Magazine Loaders
•	  Pocket-sized loaders allow fast and easy 

reloading of magazine clips

•	  ML-1 fits all double-row 9mm and single-row .45 
magazines, except for Glock and H&K

•	  ML-2 submachine gun magazine loader fits 
Beretta, Colt, H&K, Uzi 9mm Carbine, and 
submachine gun magazines

CD-2  Speedloader Holder
•	  Strong, epoxy-coated steel clips

•	  Lined with a vinyl pad insert to ensure loader stability

•	  CD-2 clips firmly onto any belt up to 2" (50 mm) wide

•	Metal construction

340  Double Speedloader Holder
•	Standard double speedloader

•	Fits 2.25" (58 mm) duty belts

•	Chrome or brass snap

080-12

ML-2ML-1CD-6340

081-12 CD-2 371
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TACTICAL & MILITARY
Safariland tactical gear is a breed apart. Safariland offers an unmatched combination of 
quality, functionality and versatility in every product that carries our name and our products 
are battle-proven worldwide. From leg-drop holsters and MOLLE attachment systems to 
munitions carriers and more, Safariland gives you the tactical advantage you need to carry 
the day – day in and day out.

6384 holster with MLS 15 on vest

PATENTED

6384 ALS® OMV Tactical Holster
•	ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon 

once holstered, simple straight up draw once release 
is deactivated

•	Holster is optimized for MOLLE vest use (OMV), with lower 
center of gravity than most other Safariland duty and 
tactical holsters for less pulling on vest

•	Open Top design without SLS for quick retrieval of weapon
•	Hood Guard is standard; optional ALS Guard available
•	SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction protects 

handgun and sights
•	Standard double leg strap and leg shroud with mounting 

holes for optional accessories
•	Suede lined to protect handgun’s finish
•	Available in STX Tactical®, Black, Foliage Green, OD Green,  

or Tan finishes

6385 ALS® OMV Tactical Holster with Quick-Release Leg Strap
•	ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered, simple 

straight up draw once release is deactivated
•	Holster is optimized for MOLLE vest use (OMV), with lower center of gravity 

than most other Safariland duty and tactical holsters for less pulling on vest
•	Open Top design without SLS for quick retrieval of weapon
•	Hood Guard is standard; optional ALS Guard available
•	Standard double leg strap and leg shroud with mounting holes for optional 

accessories
•	Adjustable vertical leg strap with quick release detachable leg harness
•	Suede lined to protect handgun’s finish
•	SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction protects handgun and sights
•	Available in STX Tactical®, Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, or Tan finishes

TACTICAL HOLSTER COLOR OPTIONS: OD GREENBLACK TAN FOLIAGE GREEN

63
84

PATENTED

63
85
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6004 SLS Tactical Holster
•	SLS allows for a smoother, 

single-motion draw and greater 
protection against attempted 
weapon takeaways

•	Features the SLS (Self Locking 
System) rotating hood system

•	Hood Guard is standard; optional 
Sentry available

•	Thermal-molded SafariLaminate™ 
construction protects handgun 
and sights

•	Standard double leg strap and leg 
shroud with mounting holes for 
optional accessories

•	Offered for weapons with and 
without rail mounted lights

•	Suede lined to protect handgun’s 
finish

•	Leg shroud features silicon strap 
for nonslip traction

•	Available in STX Tactical® Black, 
Foliage Green, OD Green or Tan 
finishes

6354 ALS® Tactical Holster
•	  ALS® (Automatic Locking System) 

secures weapon once holstered; 
simple straight up draw once 
release is deactivated

•	Open Top design without SLS for 
quick retrieval of weapon

•	Hood Guard is standard; optional 
ALS Guard available 

•	SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded 
construction protects handgun 
and sights

•	Adjustable vertical leg strap

•	Standard double leg strap and leg 
shroud with mounting holes for 
optional accessories

•	Offered for weapons with and 
without rail mounted lights

•	Suede lined to protect handgun’s 
finish

•	Leg shroud features silicon strap 
for non-slip traction

•	Available in STX Tactical® Black, 
Foliage Green, OD Green or Tan 
finishes

6355 ALS® Tactical Holster With Quick-Release Leg Strap
•	   ALS® (Automatic Locking System) 

secures weapon once holstered; 
simple straight up draw once 
release is deactivated

•	Open Top design without SLS for 
quick retrieval of weapon

•	Hood Guard is standard; optional 
ALS Guard available 

•	SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded 
construction protects handgun 
and sights

•	Standard double leg strap and leg 
shroud with mounting holes for 
optional accessories

•	Adjustable vertical leg strap with 
quick release detachable leg harness

•	Offered for weapons with and 
without rail mounted lights

•	Suede lined to protect handgun’s 
finish

•	Leg shroud features silicon strap 
for non-slip traction

•	Available in STX Tactical® Black, 
Foliage Green, OD Green or Tan 
finishes

PATENTED

6005 SLS Tactical Holster With Quick-Release Leg Strap
•	Features the SLS (Self Locking 

System) rotating hood system

•	SLS allows for a smoother, 
single motion draw and greater 
protection against attempted 
weapon takeaways

•	Hood Guard is standard; optional 
Sentry available 

•	Thermal-molded SafariLaminate™ 
construction protects handgun 
and sights

•	Standard double leg strap and leg 
shroud with mounting holes for 
optional accessories

•	Adjustable vertical leg strap with 
quick-release detachable leg harness

•	Offered for weapons with and 
without rail mounted lights

•	Suede lined to protect handgun’s finish

•	Leg shroud features silicon strap 
for non-slip traction

•	Available in STX Tactical® Black, 
Foliage Green, OD Green or Tan 
finishes

PATENTED

PATENTED

Shown here with optional 
Double Magazine Pouch 
mounted (see page 68)

PATENTED
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PATENTED

6305 ALS®/SLS Tactical Holster With Quick-Release Leg Strap
•	ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures 

weapon once holstered

•	SLS allows for a smoother, single motion 
draw and greater protection against 
attempted weapon takeaways

•	Hood Guard is standard; optional Sentry 
available 

•	Mounted to the same leg shroud assembly 
as the popular 6005 series

•	Simple straight up draw once all releases 
are deactivated

•	Thermal-molded SafariLaminate™ 
construction protects handgun and sights

•	Standard double leg strap and leg 
shroud with mounting holes for optional 
accessories

•	Adjustable vertical leg strap with quick 
release detachable leg harness

•	Offered for weapons with and without rail 
mounted lights

•	Suede lined to protect handgun’s finish

•	Leg shroud features silicon strap for non-
slip traction

•	Available in STX Tactical® Black, Foliage 
Green, OD Green or Tan finishes

6304 ALS®/SLS Tactical Holster
•	  ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures 

weapon once holstered

•	SLS allows for a smoother, single motion 
draw and greater protection against 
attempted weapon takeaways

•	Hood Guard is standard; optional Sentry 
available

•	  Mounted to the same leg shroud assembly 
as the popular 6005 series

•	  Simple straight up draw once all releases 
are deactivated

•	  Thermal-molded SafariLaminate™ 
construction protects handgun and sights

•	  Standard double leg strap and leg 
shroud with mounting holes for optional 
accessories

•	  Adjustable vertical leg strap

•	  Offered for weapons with and without rail 
mounted lights

•	  Suede lined to protect handgun’s finish

•	Leg shroud features silicon strap for non-slip 
traction

•	Available in STX Tactical® Black, Foliage 
Green, OD Green or Tan finishes

PATENTED

" I served most of my law enforcement career along the 
Mexican border where, once you leave the Port of Entry, 
there are NO lights. It gets as dark as the inside of a mine 
at night. Had the RLS been available with its brilliant light, 
long reach, and readily available batteries, I am positive 
that we would have caught more smugglers."    

     – Seth R. Nadel 
Senior Special Agent 
U.S. Customs, Ret.
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3084 Military Tactical Holster
•	Designed to accommodate the 

Beretta M9 or 92F pistol with or 
without a light or LAM unit 

•	Forward rotating hood allows 
for a smooth single-motion draw 
and greater protection against 
attempted weapon takeaways 

•	Ambidextrous; utilizes a simple 
rotating hood design that can be 
changed from right to left 

•	Thermal-molded SafariLaminate™ 
construction protects handgun 
and sights 

•	Standard double leg strap and leg 
shroud with mounting holes for 
optional accessories 

•	Also available with on Mid-ride 
UBL (3280) or Low-ride UBL (3285)

•	Available in STX Tactical® Black, 
Foliage Green, OD Green or Tan 
finishes

6034 SLS Military Tactical Holster
•	Designed to accommodate the 

Beretta M9/92F or Sig P226 pistol 
with or without a light or LAM unit 

•	Ambidextrous body design 

•	Hood Guard is standard; optional 
Sentry available 

•	Features the SLS (Self Locking 
System) rotating hood system 

•	SLS allows for a smoother, 
single-motion draw and greater 
protection against attempted 
weapon takeaways 

•	Thermal-molded SafariLaminate™ 
construction protects handgun 
and sights 

•	Standard double leg strap and leg 
shroud with mounting holes for 
optional accessories 

•	Also available with on Mid-ride 
UBL (6230) or Low-ride UBL (6235)

•	Available in STX Tactical® Black, 
Foliage Green, OD Green or Tan 
finishes

6035  SLS Military  
Tactical Holster

•	With Quick-Release 
detachable leg strap

3085  Military Tactical 
Holster

•	With Quick-Release 
detachable leg strap

PATENTED

PATENTED

6378USN ALS® Low Signature Holster
•	ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures weapon once holstered, 

simple straight up draw once release is deactivated
•	Reduces Infrared (IR) Signature 
•	Compact profile for minimal interference with other equipment 
•	Includes QLS 19 Quick Locking Fork; allows various carry 

configurations and rapid transition from mounting points when used 
with the QLS 22 Receiver Plate (not included)

•	ALS retention is an open-top design that is drawn with a natural 
thumb only operation; no fingers in trigger guard area 

•	Optional ALS Guard (Model 6006) available for increased security 
•	Genuine SafariLaminate™ construction with suede lining to help 

protect the weapon’s finish 
•	Available in MultiCam®, Ranger Green, Tan, Khaki and branch 

specific digital patterns available by special contract order 
•	Available for: Beretta M9/M9A1/92F, Glock 19/23, and Sig Sauer P226 

749 Ultra Low-Profile Holster 
•	Ultra low-profile design for MOLLE vest carry
•	Secure attachment to front of vest for minimal 

movement and increased concealability
•	Designed to be completely stable even under harsh 

conditions and violent movement, including off-
road biking and airborne jumps

•	Detent in trigger area for increased security 
•	Snap closure around MOLLE loops
•	Available in STX Tactical® Black, Foliage Green, OD 

Green or Tan finishes

63
78

74
9

PATENTED
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774 Rifle Mag Pouch
•	  Clip-on belt attachment to fit 1.5" (38 mm) to 2.25" (58 mm) belts

•	  Adjustable for carry angle

•	  SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction with tension device

•	Ambidextrous

•	Can be ordered with MLS 16 or ELS 34 Locking Fork attached

37-8 Open Top Impact Round Holder
•	  For 37/40 mm less lethal rounds 

•	  Designed for the eXact Impact™ and Direct Impact® rounds

•	  Can be ordered for 2.25" (58 mm) belt slide or mount on leg and vest accessory

•	Can be ordered with MLS 16 or ELS 34 Locking Fork attached

6004-6 Standard Double Leg Shroud
•	  Features harness and shroud to mount holsters and accessories

•	Ambidextrous

78 Slimline Double Magazine Pouch
•	Magazines are oriented “face out” to save space on belt

•	Optimal for use on tactical rigs due to minimal width

•	Durable SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction

76 Single Mag Pouch
•	  Single mag pouch with flap for multiple handgun models

•	Can be ordered with MLS 16 or ELS 34 Locking Fork attached

37 Open Top Impact Round Holder
•	  Designed for eXact Impact™ and Direct Impact® rounds

•	Can be ordered with MLS 16 or ELS 34 Locking Fork attached 

7876
37

6004-10  Single Strap Leg Shroud
•	Lower profile leg shroud

•	Can mount accessories on both sides of holster, or used for 3 accessories

•	Adjustable vertical leg strap to adjust ride height

40 Distraction Device® Holder
•	Fits several Defense Technology® Distraction Device® models

•	Can be ordered with MLS 16 or ELS 34 Locking Fork attached 

36 OC Holder
•	Made specifically to hold the 

MK-9 series of aerosols 

•	Open Top design for quick 
retrieval yet sturdy product 
retention

6005-6 Standard Double Leg Shroud with Quick-Release Strap
•	Features harness and shroud to mount holsters and accessories

•	Leg shroud features silicon strap for non-slip traction

•	Ambidextrous

34 OC Holder
•	  Made specifically to hold 

the Defense Technology® 
Instantaneous Blast aerosol

•	  Open Top design for quick 
retrieval yet sturdy product 
retention

085  Shotgun Shell Holder
•	Provides (4) 12-gauge shells when needed 

•	All shells can be grasped and employed at once

LEG SHROUDS & ACCESSORIES
All leg shrouds and accessories are available in Black, Foliage Green or Tan finishes.

36

34

085

774

40
37-8

6004-10 shown here with 
accessories attached

6005-6 shown here with 
accessories attached

6004-6 shown here with 
accessories attached
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6009-110  Single Strap Leg Shroud with D-Ring
•	Utilizes a unique D-Ring on the strap for increased leg 

flexibility 

•	Single leg strap design 

•	Minimally sized leg shroud for decreased footprint on 
the thigh

6005-10  Single Strap Leg Shroud with 
Quick-Release

•	  Features harness and shroud only to mount 
accessories and holsters

•	Leg shroud features silicon strap for non-slip 
traction

•	Ambidextrous

6004-27  Drop Flex Adapter on Single Leg Shroud w/ QLS 22
•	Allows user to wear a thigh rig 

higher on the leg with more 
stability, eliminating leg shroud 
movement

•	Sits low enough for use with body 
armor and in vehicles, while also 
providing two mounting points for 
accessories

•	Includes QLS 22 Receiver Plate 
(can also be ordered with MLS 
Receiver Plate or plain)

•	For use on belt widths up to  
2.25" (58 mm)

•	Available in Black, Foliage Green 
or Tan finishes

6004-UFA  Universal Flex Adapter 
•	 Allows user to wear a thigh rig below the hip 

without shifting weight farther down the leg

•	 Hole pattern on UFA makes connecting to various 
mounts possible including 568BL Paddle, ELS Fork, 
QLS Fork or 745BL Belt Clip

•	 For use in conjunction with  
6004-10 leg shroud

6005-11  Leg Strap Only  
With Quick Release

•	Replacement strap for Quick Detach tactical 
rig straps

•	Converts tactical rig straps to Quick Detach straps

•	Top buckle portion can be purchased  
separately (6005-7)

6005-7  Quick Release Leg  
Strap Top Portion Only

•	Fits tactical holster systems

•	Top portion of removable harness

6009-11  D-Ring Strap
•	Provides easy lateral movement 

•	Fits all Safariland Tactical shrouds

6004-11  Leg Strap Only
•	Fits tactical holster systems

•	Replacement strap for standard 
tactical rigs

6005-23  MLS Accessory Forks on  
Quick-Release Strap 

•	  Allows mounting of a tactical holster directly 
to the MOLLE loops on the side of a vest or 
MOLLE web belt

•	  Enables user to forgo wearing a belt and put the 
weight onto a load-bearing vest and thigh rig

•	  Ideal for combining with a tactical vest without 
having to make any changes to a duty belt to 
be ready as a first responder

Shown in use with optional ELS 
35 Receiver Plates with product 
attached (see page 74)

Shown here with 568BL Paddle and 
6004-10 Single Strap Leg Shroud
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4018 Dual-point Sling 
•	  Convenient dual-point long-gun and grenade 

launcher sling

•	  Quick-adjust feature provides for movement 
from tight against body to slack when firing

•	Tension device to tighten or loosen strap

•	Uses traditional dual sling mounts

•	Made out of durable nylon

4019 Dual-point Sling with Shoulder Pad
•	 Convenient dual-point long-gun and grenade 

launcher sling

•	 Quick-adjust feature provides for movement 
from tight against body to slack when firing

•	 Makes for an easy transition from on the back 
to firing position

•	 Uses traditional dual sling mounts

•	 Made out of durable nylon

4014  AR Single-point Sling with  
Shoulder Pad

•	  Convenient single-point AR15 sling for carbine 
butt stock

•	  Makes for an easy transition from low ready, to 
firing, to placed on the back for use of hands

•	  Sling slides freely on the shoulder due to an 
innovative floating shoulder pad

•	Made out of durable nylon

4015 AR15 Sling System
•	 Convenient single-point AR15 sling carbine 

butt stock
•	  Makes for an easy transition from low ready, to 

firing, to placed on the back for use of hands
•	  Sling slides freely on the shoulder due to an 

innovative floating shoulder pad
•	Includes AR15 double magazine pouch 
•	Made out of durable nylon

4016 AR15 Single-point Sling
•	  Convenient single-point AR15 sling carbine 

butt stock
•	  Makes for an easy transition from low ready, to 

firing, to placed on the back for use of hands
•	  Made out of durable nylon

4017 Single-point Sling for Launchers
•	 Convenient, single-point M79 and multiple 

projectile grenade launcher sling

•	 Makes for an easy transition from low ready, 
to firing, to placed on the back for use of 
hands

•	 Quick-detach system makes it easy to remove 
launcher from sling without use of tools

•	Made out of durable nylon

QUICK DETACH SYSTEM
•	  Quick detach system featured on all single-

point sling models

•	180° twist locks and unlocks system

SPA-1 Shotgun Single-point Adapter
•	  Provides single-point for use with the 

Safariland 4014, 4015, or 4016 Single-point Sling
•	  Compatible with standard Remington 870 or 

Mossberg 500/590 stocks
•	  Provides mounting bracket between stock and 

receiver

SPA-2  Standard Mount  
Single-Point Adapter

•	  Provides single-point for use with the 
Safariland 4014, 4015, or 4016 Single-point Sling

•	 Compatible with most long-guns with existing 
Single-point sling mount hard point

RIFLE ACCESSORIES
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7742 Magazine Doubler
•	Quick, efficient reload with second magazine

•	  Proper staggering of magazine to clear 
ejection port

•	  2 top round protectors keep cartridges in proper 
position and dirt out of magazines

•	Protects base pad of magazine when dropped

•	Does not crush magazine

•	Excellent for seated and prone shooting positions

RK-M4 Forend Rail Kit
•	  Allows for quick attachment of 3 rails to 

forward end of AR15, M4 and M-16 rifles

•	  Can attach 2 accessories to upper forearm and 
1 to bottom rail

•	Lightweight

•	  Can be reversed to have one rail on top with 
2 below

•	  Locks securely into place using holes in 
standard forend

774 Rifle Mag Pouch
•	  Clip-on belt attachment to fit 1.5" (38 mm) to 

2.25" (58 mm) belts

•	Adjustable for carry angle

•	  SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction 
with tension device

•	Ambidextrous

•	 Can be ordered with QAS Locking Forks attached

•	  Available in Black, Foliage Green or Tan 
finishes

SS-M4  SuperStoc™ Collapsible  
Gun Stock

•	  Provides comfortable, secure shoulder 
rest for weapon 

•	Easy to install 

•	  Can be locked down to virtually eliminate 
movement in the stock 

•	  Can be quickly converted to fit commercial 
or Mil-Spec buffer tubes 

•	  Sling loop and quick-detach mounting 
point provided for wide variety of harness/
sling options 

•	Removable recoil pad 

•	Dual-release unlocking lever 

•	Survives 2 ft fully loaded drop test 

•	Lightweight, 7.3 oz 

•	Available in Black or Tan

4145 Munitions Butt Stock Caddy
•	  For 37/40 mm impact rounds and  

12-gauge rounds

•	Elastic straps to fit many butt stocks

•	Holds (3) 40 mm or (5) 12-gauge rounds

4147 Shotgun Shell Holder
•	Holds (5) 12-gauge rounds

•	  Screws onto a tactical shroud or  
QAS Locking Fork

•	Nylon cover with hook and loop closure

4385 Munitions Belt
•	  For 37/40 mm impact rounds and 12-gauge 

rounds

•	Holds (20) 40 mm or (25) 12-gauge rounds

•	  Belt size – fits sizes 32" (812 mm) to 50" (1270 mm)SS-M4
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4554 Rifle Scope Guard
•	Durable pack cloth construction
•	Padded cover to protect the vulnerable optics 

on a weapon
•	Includes an adjustable, removable muzzle 

protector
•	Web carry handle for ease of travel

4000 Dust Cover
•	  Nylon cover is durable and keeps dirt out of the muzzle and action of 

the firearm

•	  The tab provided makes it easy to cover and uncover with one hand

•	  Lanyard strap can easily be attached through a thigh rig or anywhere a 
nylon loop can be fastened

•	  An elastic outer ring in the cover keeps the unit snug around the 
firearm, preventing rain or snow from falling onto the firearm

4555 Shooters’ Range Bag
•	Removable center carry compartment has 

zippered, padded side panels for 4 separate 
handgun compartments 

•	Adjustable hook and loop dividers to personalize 
accessory space 

•	Magazine pouches conveniently sewn into main 
storage area 

•	Two large exterior pocket and a fully lined interior 

•	Full-wrap carry handles make it easy to move gear 
to different shooting stations 

•	Outer carry bag has dual zipper top for easy 
access and full coverage, flat side zipper pocket, 
ID window, and large outside zippered pocket for 
towel, shooting glasses or hearing protection 

•	Overall dimensions: 14" x 9" x 10"

Cheekpiece 
not included

4557 Rifle Backpack
•	Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction
•	Long gun scabbard fits snugly to the back 

of the body with cummerbund style waist 
support and shoulder supports

•	Scabbard fits most long guns including 
rifles, shotguns, and carbines

•	MOLLE compatible loops in waist support 
and on scabbard available for mounting 
of other pouches or MOLLE Locking 
System (MLS) forks and accessories

•	Ideal for long gun carry on rough terrain 
vehicles such as motorcycles or quads

•	Available in Black 45
57

New for 2012 - large side 
pockets on either end

With Rifle Back
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4552 Dual Rifle Case
•	Rugged ballistic pack cloth 

construction

•	Heavy-duty lockable zippers, 
one adjustable outside covered 
accessory pouch

•	Large dual handgun/accessory 
pouch with individual hook and loop 
enclosed handgun areas

•	Closed-cell protective foam padding 
and 2-in. perimeter lip

•	Assorted accessory pockets inside 
case

•	Adjustable padded shoulder harness 
for shoulder carry 

•	 Includes adjustable backpack-style 
carry straps that tuck away in 
storage pocket when not in use

•	Available in Black or Tan Shown with optional Safariland accessories 
and PROTECH® brand pouches

4553 Premium Dual Handgun Case
•	Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction 

•	Full interior closed-cell foam surrounded by soft lining for safe 
handgun storage 

•	Four outside magazine/accessory pouches 

•	Dual concealed pockets to individually protect handgun 

•	12" length to carry up to 6" handguns

•	Wraparound handles 

•	Available in Black

4556 3-Gun Competition Case
•	Rugged ballistic pack cloth 

construction

•	Heavy-duty lockable zippers, two 
adjustable outside accessory 
pouches

•	Large dual handgun/accessory 
pouch with individual hook and loop 
enclosed handgun storage areas 
and 4 pistol mag pouches large 
enough for extended magazines

•	Closed-cell protective foam padding 
and 2-in. perimeter lip

•	Assorted accessory pockets inside 
case

•	Adjustable padded shoulder harness 
for shoulder carry

•	 Includes adjustable backpack-style 
carry straps that tuck away in 
storage pocket when not in use

•	Unique zippered barrel expansion 
slot on side of case can be opened 
to allow use of longer firearms (up 
to 51") while still fully encompassing 
weapon muzzle

•	46" overall length (with expansion 
slot closed)

•	  Available in Black
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•	  Provides a holster or accessory with a quick, easy, and  
secure attachment to any MOLLE loop-equipped apparel

•	  Allows for quick removal and installation between attachment points such 
as the MOLLE vest, belt loop, and/or tactical leg shroud

•	  May be used to mount in vehicle, home or business

•	  Allows many types of Safariland holsters and accessories to be mounted 
at various orientations and angles to suit the needs and preferences of 
the individual user

•	  Operator can rearrange gear quickly and easily without the use of tools

•	  Allows holstered weapons and accessories to be removed without 
removing apparel, such as vest, leg shroud, or belt

•	  Mount almost any holster or accessory in the right position for any mission

•	  The QLS provides officers the ability to easily and quickly remove 
and secure their weapon without having to remove weapon from 
holster. Especially effective in correctional institutions and courthouse 
appearances

•	  Also effective for concealed carry in ease of transferring gun from body 
to other mounting point, such as vehicle 

•	  Mount almost any Safariland duty holster on an equipment belt with use 
of the Safariland UBL

•	  Provides a highly versatile holster system with a quick, easy and 
secure attachment to a variety of locations – belt, thigh rig, furniture, 
or vehicle, etc. Can also be used with the Safariland MLS 16 
Accessory Locking Fork for attachment to MOLLE vests

•	  QLS System passes Level I Retention™ pull test

•	  Provides a mounting platform for any tactical and competition accessories 
to be placed in various locations, including belt clips and tactical rigs or 
directly on MOLLE loops with the use of an MLS 16 Locking Fork

•	  Fork attaches to any tactical or competition accessory, including the 774 
Rifle Mag Pouch, 78 Slimline Dual Magazine Pouch, and Impact Round 
cases

•	  Receiver plate mounts to any thigh rig, 744BL belt clip or MLS 16 fork (for 
use of ELS on MOLLE loops), or can be attached directly to the pre-cut 
mounting holes on any QAS belt

•	  A quick pinch of the thumb and index finger allows the removal of any 
product attached to the fork unit for attachment on any other ELS 35 
location

•	  May be purchased with or placed directly onto the 744BL belt clip for 
convenient waistline location

•	  Useful in quickly switching out accessories while maintaining the same 
root product, whether it be a belt, thigh rig or magazine pouches for a 
competition event, etc.

•	Very small receiver footprint (1 7/8" W x 2 3/4" H)

QUICK ATTACHMENT SYSTEMS
Safariland® Quick Attachment Systems, consisting of the MLS, QLS, and ELS, represent the coming together of technology with the 
requirement for modular and versatile products. Originally designed for the military to quickly transfer the holster from the leg to the vest, 
the QAS family has now gone beyond strictly military functions to include law enforcement, concealed carry, and sporting applications. 
Whether the scenario facing you involves the need to adjust holster location to conserve space while boarding an APC or to quickly switch 
out magazine types before the latest 3-Gun match, the QAS family of products will help accomplish your goals.
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MLS 15 & 16
MLS 15 Holster Locking Fork   
•	   Mounts directly to the back of holsters and threads 

through MOLLE loops or connects to the MLS 17 or 
MLS 18 Receiver Plates

•	Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, Tan

1

1

2

2

MLS 16 Accessory Locking Fork   
•	  Threads directly through MOLLE loops to mount 

pouches, or into the back of the MLS 17 Receiver 
Plate for attachment of pouches or holsters

•	  Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, Tan

MLS 17 & 18
MLS 17 Receiver Plate   
•	  Mounting platform for the MLS 15 and MLS 16 

Locking Forks. Attaches directly to leg drop shrouds, 
MLS 16 Locking Fork, or other platforms, such as 
vehicle or furniture

•	Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, Tan

QLS 19 & 22 For Duty Use – Passes Level I Retention™ Test

QAS BELTS For more information please see corresponding page

MLS 18 Receiver Plate with Guard  
•	  Mounting platform for the MLS 15 and MLS 16 

Locking Forks. Attaches directly to belt slide or thigh 
rig; bottom guard shields locking fork arms 

•	Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, Tan

QLS 19 Duty Holster Locking Fork   
•	  Mounts directly to the back of duty holsters, then 

connects to the QLS 22 Receiver Plate

•	  Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, Tan

QLS 22 Duty Receiver Plate  
•	  Mounting platform for the QLS 19 Duty Locking Fork. 

Attaches directly to Universal Belt Loop (UBL), or other 
mounting platforms

•	  Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, Tan

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

ELS 34 & 35
ELS 34 Equipment Locking Fork   
•	   Mounts to any tactical accessory, then connects to 

the ELS 35 Receiver Plate

•	Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, Tan

ELS 35 Equipment Receiver Plate  
•	  Mounting platform for tactical thigh rig or any other 

two-hole accessory location

•	Colors: Black, Foliage Green, OD Green, Tan

QLS 22L Duty Receiver Plate
•	  Same as the QLS 22 with an extra locking feature

4332  ELS Tactical Belt 2" (50 mm) 
(Shown on page 63)

832  QAS Duty Belt 2.25" (58 mm)  
(Shown on page 63)

032  ELS Competition Belt 1.75" (45 mm) 
(Shown on page 102)

1

1

2

2

3
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1 3

3

2

2

QLS ON A DUTY BELT
1. QLS 22 W/ UBL ON BELT
2. QLS 19 ON HOLSTER BACK
3. QLS 22 W/ UBL W/QLS 19 ON HOLSTER

QLS IN VEHICLE 
1. QLS 22 ON PADDLE W/ QLS 19 ON HOLSTER
2. REMOVING HOLSTER FROM QLS 22 
3.  TRANSFERRING HOLSTER TO QLS 22 MOUNTED IN VEHICLE

QLS AT HOME 
1.  QLS 22 ATTACHED TO DRESSER
2. QLS 22 ON DRESSER W/ QLS 19  

ON HOLSTER

1 32

1 32

1 2

1 2

CONCEALMENT/
PERSONAL PROTECTION

QLS AT HOME 
1. QLS 22 ON WALL IN CLOSET
2. QLS 22 ON WALL W/ QLS 19  

ON HOLSTER

DUTY/TACTICAL

MLS ON A MOLLE VEST
1. MLS 16 ON VEST
2. MLS 17 W/ MLS 16 ON VEST
3. MLS 17 W/ MLS 16 ON VEST AND MLS 15 ON HOLSTER

1 32

1 2

TACTICAL

MLS ON A THIGH RIG
1. MLS 17 ON LEG SHROUD
2. MLS 17 W/ MLS 15 ON HOLSTER 

MLS ON A VEST
1. HOLSTER W/ MLS 15 THREADED 

DIRECTLY THROUGH MOLLE LOOPS 

1

QLS ON A MOLLE VEST 
1. MLS 16 ON VEST
2. QLS 22 W/ MLS 16 ON VEST
3. QLS 22 ON MLS 16 W/ QLS 19 ON HOLSTER

QLS ON A THIGH RIG 
1. ATTACH QLS 22 TO THIGH RIG
2. ATTACH QLS 19 TO BACK OF HOLSTER
3. QLS 22 ON SHROUD W/ QLS 19 HOLSTER

1
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ELS-KIT 1 (NOT SHOWN) 
•	  Includes (2) ELS 34 units and (2) ELS 35 units and 

mounting hardware

6004-24  MLS Accessory Fork on Small  
MOLLE Plate

•	  A mount with the MLS 16 Accessory Fork already 
affixed; attaches to existing MOLLE pouches, then is 
easily threaded through MOLLE loops

•	  Can be attached to an MLS 17 or MLS 18 Receiver 
Plate, then mounted on a MOLLE vest, thigh rig, belt, 
or other attachment point

•	Allows the user to rearrange gear quickly and easily

MOLLE-KIT 1 (NOT SHOWN)
•	  Includes 1 ea. MLS 15, MLS 16, MLS 17, MLS 18 and 

mounting hardware

QUICK-KIT 1 (NOT SHOWN)
•	Includes 1 ea. QLS 19, QLS 22, and mounting hardware

QUICK-KIT 2 (NOT SHOWN)
•	 Includes 1 ea. QLS 19, QLS 22L, and mounting hardware

QUICK-KIT 3 (NOT SHOWN)
•	 Includes (1) QLS 19, (2) QLS 22 units, and mounting hardware

QUICK-KIT 4 (NOT SHOWN)
•	 Includes (1) QLS 19, (2) QLS 22L units, and mounting hardware

6005-23  MLS Accessory Fork on Quick 
Release Harness 

•	  Allows mounting of the 6005 Tactical Holster directly 
into the MOLLE loops on the side of a vest or MOLLE 
web belt

•	  Enables user to forgo wearing a belt and put the 
weight onto a load-bearing vest and thigh rig

•	  Ideal for combining with a tactical vest without having 
to make any changes to a duty belt to be ready as a 
first responder

TACTICAL

COMPETITION

1 32

ELS ON A LEG SHROUD
1. (2) ELS 35s ON LEG SHROUD
2. ELS 34 W/ RIFLE MAG POUCH & ELS 34 W/ PISTOL MAG POUCH
3. (2) ELS 35s ON LEG SHROUD W/ (2) ELS 34s ON RIFLE & PISTOL MAG POUCH

ELS ON A TACTICAL BELT
1. 4332 ELS TACTICAL BELT 
2. ELS 34 W/ RIFLE MAG POUCH
3. ELS 34 W/ 40MM GRENADE HOLDER
4. 4332 BELT W/ (3) ELS 35 RECEIVER 

PLATES AND READY TO MOUNT 
ACCESSORIES WITH ELS FORKS1

4

2

ELS ON MOLLE VEST
1. MLS 16 ON VEST
2. ELS 35 W/ MLS 16 ON VEST
3. ELS 34 W/ MAG POUCH W/ ELS 35 ON MLS 16 ON VEST

1 3

1 3

ELS ON A COMPETITION BELT
1. 032  BELT W/ ELS 34 & ELS 35
2. ELS 34 ON MAG POUCH
3. 032 ELS COMPETITION BELT FULLY RIGGED W/ HOLSTER,  

(4) ELS 35s & (2) 773 MAG POUCHES W/ ELS 34s

2

3

2
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RAPID LIGHT SYSTEM (RLS™)
With the Safariland® Rapid Light System (RLS™), you get a 
professional-quality hand-held light and weapon-mounted light all 
in one. You can clip it onto your belt, hold it in your hand, or quickly 
mount it to your weapon for an instant tactical advantage. There’s 
no need to buy an expensive holster to carry a light-mounted 
weapon. No reason to carry a second primary light. You will always 
have a bright light whenever and wherever you need it. It’s the only 
light you need.

Attaches To Gun In 2 Easy Steps: The RLS can be quickly removed 
if an immediate reholstering of the pistol is required.

SLIDE RLS ONTO 
TACTICAL RAIL

LOCK RLS INTO PLACE 
WITH A QUICK UPWARD 
MOTION

3 AAAs provide over 40 
hours’ use

Easily and securely 
attaches to waistband or 
belt with integral clip

Push-button illumination

1 Ambidextrous. 
 

2 Super-bright LED technology (10/190 lumens) 
– bright enough to be your primary light. Prism 
Reflector System penetrates light up to 350 feet.  

3 Two-stage tailcap switch: for low 10 lumens, 
high 190 lumens. 

4 3 AAAs provide over 40 hours’ use – no 
expensive proprietary batteries needed. 
 

5 Integral clip for easy securement to belt or 
garment – no dedicated light mount holster 
required.  
 

6 Fits most handgun models that incorporate an 
integral rail system – also mounts to rifles and 
shotguns that have a Picatinny rail. 
 

7 Quickly transitions from standard flashlight to 
tactical illumination. 
 

8 Can be operated with either thumb, or change 
to other side to operate with trigger finger. Push 
button provides controllable on/off illumination 
of target to minimize loss of handgrip, sight 
picture and exposure. 
 

9 RLS™ mount will accommodate most hand-held 
compact lights in the range of .970 (24.6 mm)- 
1.060 (26.9 mm) in diameter.

2

5

6

1

8

9 4

3

7
NOT SHOWN AT ACTUAL SIZE

PATENTED
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RLSR RLS™ Reduction Sleeve
•	Enables the RLS mounting system to be used 

with lights of both .90" and .80" diameters

•	Slides inside RLS mount to easily accept 
narrower lights

RLSL RLS™ Lens Kit
•	Mounts onto the bezel of RLS™ light

•	Red, blue, and green lenses included

RLSP Light with Pressure Switch
•	RLS™ Light System with tape pressure switch

•	Eight inch cord for versatile positioning

•	Pressure switch split for low 10 lumens or high 190 lumens

RLSM Mount for Duty Belt
•	Provides a small mounting platform on duty belt 

to attach the RLS™ light

•	Will also accommodate any light, laser, or 
other accessory that will fit on a Picatinny or 
light rail

•	Fits belt widths up to 2.25" (58 mm)

•	Also fits on leg shroud, MLS or ELS Locking Fork

•	Included with RLS

( RLS™ shown with SureFire®)

RLSP-TC Tail Cap for RLS™ Light
•	Tape pressure switch for RLS Light System

•	Pressure switch split for low 10 lumens or high 190 lumens

•	Eight inch cord for versatile positioning

•	Made to work with existing 90 and 190 lumen RLS lights
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8112 Standard Chain Style 
•	  Top-quality, heavy-duty steel 

construction

•	  18-tooth, 3-retaining-bar system 
for uncompromising security

•	Positive swing-through action

•	  Built-in backloading for fast cuffing

•	  Reinforced steel swivels for added 
strength and durability

•	Available in Nickel or Black

8122 Standard Hinge Style
•	  Solid links connect the cuffs as 

opposed to the roller chain

•	  Heavy-duty, solid hinges for 
reinforced holding power

•	  Hinged models provide greater 
subject control

•	  More comfortable feel in your hand

•	Available in Nickel or Black

8112-2 Oversized Chain Style
•	  17% larger than the standard 

model

•	  Ideal for restraining larger 
subjects

•	  18-tooth, 3-retaining-bar system 
for uncompromising security

•	Positive swing-through action

•	  Built-in backloading for fast 
cuffing

•	Available in Nickel or Black

8122-2 Oversized Hinge Style
•	  17% larger than the standard 

model

•	  Ideal for restraining larger 
subjects

•	  Heavy-duty, solid hinges for 
reinforced holding power

•	  Hinged models provide greater 
subject control

•	Available in Nickel or Black

8112-1-31 
NIJ CERTIFIED

8122-1-31 
NIJ CERTIFIED

RESTRAINTS
Based on a heritage of quality more than two centuries old, Safariland® now offers the finest, most 
durable restraints available anywhere in the world. Unique security features provide an extra 
measure of confidence in a comprehensive lineup of handcuffs and other restraints. 
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8132 Rigid Cuff
•	Top quality, heavy-duty, steel 

construction
•	Added power and control that can 

only come from a solid bar rigid 
design

•	18 tooth, 3-retaining-bar system for 
uncompromising security

•	Positive swing-through action
•	Built-in backloading for fast 

cuffing
•	Reinforced steel swivels for added 

strength and durability
•	Available in Nickel or Black

8111 Steloy Chain Style
•	Top quality, heavy-duty, steel and 

Steloy construction
•	Steloy material makes the 

handcuff 40% lighter and 17% 
larger than standard cuffs

•	18 tooth, 3-retaining-bar system for 
uncompromising security

•	Positive swing-through action

•	Built-in backloading for fast 
cuffing

•	Reinforced steel swivels for added 
strength and durability

•	Available in Nickel or Black

8121 Steloy Hinge Style
•	Top quality, heavy-duty, steel and 

Steloy construction

•	Steloy material makes the 
handcuff 40% lighter and 17% 
larger than standard cuffs

•	Solid links connect the cuffs as 
opposed to the roller chain

•	Heavy-duty, solid hinges for 
reinforced holding power

•	Hinged models provide greater 
subject control

•	18 tooth, 3-retaining-bar system 
for uncompromising security

•	Positive swing-through action

•	Built-in backloading for fast cuffing

•	Reinforced steel swivels for added 
strength and durability

•	Available in Nickel or Black

8142 Ultimate Hinge Cuff
•	Heavy-duty construction with 

oversized rivet heads for added 
strength

•	18 teeth – 3 retaining bars with 
6 teeth on each bar makes cuffs 
extremely difficult to pick

•	Built-in backloading feature for 
faster cuffing

•	Leaf spring double locking system 
is very difficult to defeat 
 

•	True Swing Technology ensures 
the shackle hits the center of the 
cuff every time

•	Snaps open to a flat profile, then 
locks into position, becoming rigid 
for use

•	Folds for easy storage

•	Lock and double lock like regular 
handcuffs using a standard 
handcuff key

•	Available in Nickel or Black

8112C Colored Chain Style 
•	  All the features of our standard 

handcuff with added ability to 
color code subjects

•	  Features a durable powder-coat 
finish

•	  Can be used to classify threat 
levels, ages, agency, medical 
conditions and other factors

•	  Available in Pink, Purple, Green, 
Blue, Red, Yellow or Orange
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8710  Safety Cutter and 2 Compact Double Cuff™ Restraints
•	One squeeze removes nylon restraints 

simply and safely

•	Convenient restraint cutting in a 
compact package

•	Unique design ensures that it cannot 
be used as a weapon against you; the 
breakpoint guards against an attempt 
to access the cutting blade to fashion 
a weapon

•	Pocket-sized for easy transport and 
convenient storage

•	Cutter can be used to cut clothing or a 
vehicle seat belt

•	Right- or left-hand operation

8220-0 Compact Double Cuff™

•	Compact version of Double Cuff restraints

•	User friendly and easy to carry and store

•	Ideal backup to steel handcuffs; can be carried 
in pocket, briefcase, glove compartment, etc.

•	Available in Black and White

8500-1 Safety Cutter™

•	Lever action for smooth cutting of disposable 
plastic restraints

•	Simple, fast, one-squeeze operation

•	Pocket-sized for easy carry

•	Safety design ensures blade cannot be used as 
a weapon

•	Cutter can be used to cut clothing or a vehicle 
seat belt

•	Easy left- or right-handed use

075-0 Disposable Cuff/Hearing Protection Holder
•	Conveniently carries Spare Cuff™ or Double Cuff™ restraints 

•	Belt clip features an extended bottom hook for security 

•	Fits belts up to 2.25" (58 mm)

•	Available in Black 

8210-0 Compact Spare Cuff™ 
•	Compact version of Spare Cuff restraints

•	User friendly and easy to carry and store

•	Ideal backup to steel handcuffs; can be carried 
in pocket, briefcase, glove compartment, etc.

•	Available in Black and White

8711  Safety Cutter and  
4 Compact Spare 
Cuff™ Restraints

•	Same features as above 
Model 8710

8220V Double Cuff™ Variety Pack
•	A variety of colored Double Cuffs are 

also available in a set; can be used 
to help identify threat levels, ages, 
agency, medical conditions and other 
factors as required8220-3 Double Cuff™

•	  The Double Cuff feature gives the officer greater control and the ability to 
stabilize the subject after one cuff is in place

•	  Two individual cuffs rather than the standard single cuff for controlling both 
wrists/forearms or ankles

•	Standard length is 34" (86.36 cm)

•	  ½" (1.27 cm) wide with beveled edges to reduce potential for subject injury

•	  Ample space for writing down subject information

•	  Tensile strength of more than 400 lbs. (240 kg)

•	  Two cuffs in one, which allows for quicker subject control

•	  Available in White, Black, Red (training), Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Purple, 
Yellow, Lime Green and Tan

*Flex-Cuf® is a registered trademark of the Thomas and Betts corporation
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8500-0 Cuff Cutter
•	Can be used on any disposable 

restraint

•	Pocket-sized for easy carry and 
storage

•	Inexpensive

•	Easy to use

8210-3 Spare Cuff™

•	Standard single cuff for controlling both wrists/
forearms and ankles

•	22" (55.88 cm) when laid flat

•	½" (1.27 cm) wide with beveled edges to reduce 
potential for subject injury

•	Tensile strength of more than 400 lbs. (240 kg)

•	Ample space for writing down subject 
information

•	Available in Black and White

8210-1 Flex-Cuf® Restraints*
•	The Flex-Cuf® was designed to be a quick, 

temporary alternative to handcuffs
•	Unique Strength Barb System contained within 

the Flex-Cuf® head makes it virtually pick-proof
•	Smooth inside surface, combined with 

rounded edges, designed to minimize the 
chance of abrasion or tissue damage

•	Nylon construction offers dimensional stability 
as well as flexibility

HK-10 Handcuff Key
•	Stainless steel

•	Also available in dozen pack and gross pack

8400-1  Carbon Fiber Handcuff Key with 
Pocket Clip

•	Lightweight, oversized handcuff key

•	Pocket clip for convenient carry

•	Textured grip allows solid grasp of key, even in 
wet conditions

8320 Tranzport™ Hood
•	Bacteria-filtering medical-grade fabric helps 

to contain contaminants and makes attempts 
at biting ineffective

•	Secure-lock tab and elastic neckband allow 
for convenient application and prevents 
self-removal of the hood, without limiting the 
individual’s range of vision

8310 Spit Net™

•	The Spit Net affixes under the arms for 
additional security while transporting 
threatening subjects

•	 Ideal for prisoner transport, it protects against 
spitting and biting

•	Mesh netting and bacteria-filtering fabric give 
the subject full visibility and breathability while 
helping to restrict the spread of biological 
contaminants

8400-2  Carbon Fiber Handcuff Key  
with Ring

•	Lightweight, oversized handcuff key

•	Key ring for convenient carry on belt key ring 
holder or key chain

•	Textured grip allows solid grasp of key, even in 
wet conditions
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CONCEALMENT HOLSTERS

6377 ALS® Concealment Belt Loop Holster
•	  ALS® (Automatic Locking 

System) secures weapon once 
holstered; simple straight up 
draw once ALS is deactivated 
by thumb while obtaining 
shooting grip

•	  Injection-molded belt loop is 
user adjustable for cant and 
can be worn crossdraw

•	  Slim and low profile design for 
improved concealment

•	  Low-ride design for ease of 
draw

•	  Optional ALS® Guard available 
for increased security 

•	  Available for 1.5" (38 mm),  
1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm) or 
2.25" (58 mm) belt slots;  
please specify

•	Available in STX finishes

PATENTED

6379 With Belt Clip

•	  Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy attachment and 
detachment from belt

•	  Fits belt widths from 1.5" (38 mm) to 2.25" (58 mm)

PATENT PENDING

5197 Open Top Concealment Belt Loop with Detent
•	Compact and lightweight

•	  Detent in trigger guard for reliable weapon security

•	  Low cut sides for ease of draw and added comfort

•	  Adjustable injection molded belt loop fits 1.5" (38 mm), 
1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm), and 2.25" (58 mm); please 
specify

•	  Belt loop is user adjustable for cant angle; can even be 
worn cross draw

•	IDPA approved

•	  Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction

•	Available in STX finishes51
97

5199  With Belt Clip

•	  Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy attachment 
and detachment from belt

•	Fits belt widths from 1.5" (38 mm) to 2.25" (58 mm)
PATENT PENDING
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328 Pancake-Style Belt Holster
•	Can be adjusted to two different cant positions

•	  Thumb break/hammer strap and top draw 
design

•	Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded  
 construction

•	Fits belts up to 1.75" (45 mm)

•	Available in Plain Black finish

747 Pancake-Style Concealment Holster
•	  Specially designed for a federal law 

enforcement agency

•	  Extremely low profile, compact and body 
hugging

•	Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded  
 construction

•	  Thumb break/hammer strap and top draw 
design

•	Fits belts up to 1.75" (45 mm)

•	Available in Plain Black finish

529 Open Top Snap-On Belt Slide Holster
•	Specially designed for federal law 

enforcement agency

•	Dual snap belt loop for easy on/off access

•	Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded 
 construction

•	Holster covers muzzle of gun, protecting your 
weapon and clothing

•	Low-profile body-hugging design

•	Features a molded detent that grips the trigger 
guard

•	Fits 1.75" (45 mm) belt loop

•	Available in Plain Black finish

748  Thumbsnap Concealment  
Belt Slide Holster

•	Specially designed for a federal law 
enforcement agency

•	Dual snap belt loop for easy on/off access

•	Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded  
 construction

•	Holster covers muzzle of gun to help protect 
weapon and clothing

•	Extremely low-profile, compact and body 
hugging design

•	Top draw design with thumb break/hammer 
strap

•	Fits belts up to 1.75" (45 mm) wide

•	Available in Plain Black finish

527 Open Top Concealment Belt Slide
•	Low-profile, body-hugging design

•	  Features a molded detent that grips the trigger 
guard

•	Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded  
 construction

•	Fits 1.75" (45 mm) belt loop

•	Available in Plain Black finish

6287  SLS Concealment Belt  
Slide Holster

•	Concealment version of the SLS holster

•	  Features a unique rotating hood design and 
semi-hi-ride position and slightly forward cant

•	  Rides close to the body, aiding in concealment 
and weapon retention

•	  Fits 1.5" (38 mm), 1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm) and 
2.25" (58 mm) belt loops; please specify

•	Adjustable tension device

•	  Available in Plain Black or STX Tactical® 
finishes

PATENTED
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569 With Belt Clip

•	  Features 745BL Belt Clip for easy attachment and 
detachment from belt 

•	  Fits belt widths from 1.5" (38 mm) to 2.25" (58 mm)

PATENTED

0701 Concealment Belt Slide Holster
•	  Features a dual retention system consisting of 

the trigger guard strap and an internal lock

•	  Mid-ride belt position and slight tilt forward for 
comfortable wear and smooth draw

•	  Fits belt widths 1.5" (38 mm),  
1.75" (45 mm) or 2.25" (58 mm)

•	  Tough outer layer adds further protection

•	Available in STX Tactical® finish

6367 ALS®/SLS Belt Loop Holster
•	  ALS® (Automatic Locking System) secures 

weapon once holstered; simple straight up 
draw once all releases are deactivated

•	  Includes SLS hood assembly and Hood Guard

•	Optional Sentry available

•	  Adjustable injection molded belt loop fits 1.5"  
(38 mm), 1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm) and  2.25"  
(58 mm); please specify

•	  Available in Plain Black or STX Tactical® 
finishes

518  Thumb Break Concealment Holster
•	  Features medium- to hi-ride carry, wraparound 

design and adjustable tensioning device to 
provide excellent weapon retention

•	  Suede-lined, custom-formed thumb break paddle 
holster is lightweight and comfortable

•	Available in Plain Black finish

5181  Open Top Concealment Paddle Holster
•	  Thermal-molded, self-locking paddle allows for 

easy placement and removal of the holster

•	  Tension device allows for customizing holster draw 
by adjusting resistance

•	  Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded 
construction with suede lining to help protect the 
gun’s finish

•	  Available in Plain Black or STX Tactical® finishes

PATENT PENDING

56
7567 Custom Fit Belt Loop Holster

•	  6 pistol and 4 revolver fits accommodate over 200 
different weapons and are IDPA approved

•	  Adjustable injection-molded belt loop fits 1.5" (38 mm), 
1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm), and 2.25" (58 mm); please specify

•	  Belt loop is user-adjustable for cant angle; can even be 
worn cross draw

•	  Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction 
with suede lining to help protect the gun’s finish

•	  Available in STX Plain Black finish
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6378 ALS® Concealment Paddle & Belt Loop Combo
•	  ALS® (Automatic Locking System) 

secures weapon once holstered; 
simple straight up draw once ALS 
is deactivated by thumb while 
obtaining shooting grip

•	  Injection-molded paddle design 
is highly concealable and rides 
close to body

•	  Injection-molded belt loop is user 
adjustable for cant angle and can 
be worn crossdraw

•	  Adjustable injection-molded belt 
loop fits 1.5" (38 mm), 1.75" (45 mm), 
2" (50 mm), and 2.25" (58 mm); 
please specify

•	IDPA approved

•	  ALS® retention in an Open Top 
design that is drawn with a natural 
thumb only operation; no fingers 
in the trigger guard area

•	  Optional ALS® Guard available for 
increased security 

•	  Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-
molded construction with suede 
lining to help protect the gun’s 
finish

•	Available in STX finishes

Belt Loop 
Included

568 Custom Fit Paddle & Belt Loop Combo
•	  6 pistol and 4 revolver fits 

accommodate over 200 different 
weapons

•	  Injection-molded paddle designed 
for concealability and comfort

•	  Adjustable injection-molded belt 
loop fits 1.5" (38 mm), 1.75" (45 mm), 
2" (50 mm), and 2.25" (58 mm); 
please specify

•	  IDPA approved

•	  Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-
molded construction with suede 
lining to help protect the gun’s 
finish

•	Available in STX Plain Black finish

Belt Loop 
Included

PATENTED

51
98

5198 Open Top Concealment Paddle & Belt Loop Combo
•	Compact and lightweight

•	  Detent in trigger guard for reliable weapon security

•	  Low cut sides for ease of draw and added comfort

•	  Adjustable injection molded belt loop fits 1.5" (38 mm),  
1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm), and 2.25" (58 mm); please specify

•	  Belt loop is user adjustable for cant angle; can even  
be worn cross draw

•	  Injection molded paddle design is highly concealable  
and rides close to the body

•	IDPA approved

•	  Genuine SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded construction

•	Available in STX finishes

Belt Loop 
Included
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27 Inside-the-Pants Concealment Holster
•	  J-shaped belt hook can be worn 

with any belt

•	  Designed for undercover duty use 
with open-top design for quick 
access 

•	SafariLaminate™  thermal-molded  
 construction

•	  A polymer insert keeps the holster 
open for easy weapon reholstering

•	Available in Plain Black finish

18 IWB Holster
•	Open Top design

•	  Firm SafariLaminate™ construction 
allows holster to stay open for 
ease of reholstering

•	  SafariSuede™ outer material grips 
clothing for less movement of 
holster

•	  Fits both 1.25" (32 mm) and 1.5"  
(38 mm) belt widths

•	  Double-snap belt loop is adjustable 
for cant angle

•	Available in Black sueded finish

25 Inside-the-Pocket Holster
•	  Extra-thin, extra-soft holster for 

extra-deep concealment

•	  Holster will stay open; simply drop 
handgun into the pocket and it 
holsters itself

•	  Suede outer material grips clothing 
for less movement of holster

•	  Firm, moisture-proof membrane 
layer prevents perspiration from 
penetrating the holster and 
collecting on the gun 

•	Available in Black sueded finish

Low-Profile Draw

Shown in Pocket
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1090 Gun Quick™ Shoulder Holster
•	  Engineered for medium- and large-

frame pistols

•	Fits more than 90 pistol designs

•	  Ambidextrous shoulder holster

•	  Easy-to-adjust barrel length and 
width

•	  Retention spring allows for easy 
one-handed reholstering

•	  For pistols only

•	Available in Plain Black finish

1051 ALS® Shoulder Holster
•	  ALS® (Automatic Locking System) 

secures weapon once holstered

•	  SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded 
construction for ease of draw and 
reholstering with one hand

•	  Vertical or horizontal carry options

•	  Harness system is comfortable 
and fully adjustable

•	For pistols only

•	  Available in STX Plain Black finish

1052 ALS® Lightweight Shoulder Holster
•	  ALS® (Automatic Locking System) 

secures weapon once holstered

•	  SafariLaminate™ thermal-molded 
construction for ease of draw and 
reholstering with one hand

•	  Lightweight elastic single side 
harness provides stability for 
handgun

•	  Belt tie-downs not needed due to 
light weight and compact design

•	  Available in STX Plain Black finish

Can Be Worn Vertical or 
Horizontal

PATENTED

PATENTED

PATENTED

Back View

Back View
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   L820/L830  Plainclothes Belt 1.25"  
(32 mm) & 1.5" (38 mm)

•	Made of SafariLaminate™ with a vegetable-tanned leather 
support to accommodate holsters for larger handguns

•	Features a solid brass or chrome buckle

•	  Available in Plain Black with solid brass or chrome buckle

842/852  Contoured Dress Belt – Female 1.25" 
(32 mm) & 1.5" (38 mm)

•	Made of the long-lasting and easy-to-care for 
SafariLaminate™ with a 7/8" vegetable tanned leather 
liner to provide stability for handguns

•	Curved to fit the contours of the body

•	Two hidden cuff keys

•	Available in Plain Black with solid brass or chrome buckle

079  Open Top Double Magazine Pouch – Snap
•	Low-cut design for easy magazine grasp 

•	For use on belts up to 1.75" (45 mm) wide 

•	Adjustable tension device 

•	  Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, or STX finishes

123  Magazine Pouch – Horizontal
•	  Single magazine holder – carries magazines in a 

horizontal position

•	  Hook and loop belt attachment wraps around belt

•	Available in Plain Black finish

572  Open Top Double Magazine Pouch – Paddle
•	  Low-cut design allows for quick access

•	  Unique paddle design features a self-locking belt hook

•	Adjustable tension device

•	  Available in Plain Black, Basketweave, or STX finishes

573  Magazine Holder & Handcuff Pouch
•	  Unique paddle design features a self-locking belt hook

•	Adjustable tension device

•	Available in Plain Black finish

590  Open Top Handcuff Case – Paddle
•	  Thermal-formed laminate handcuff holder holds the 

handcuffs firmly and quietly in place

•	  Unique paddle design features a self-locking belt 
hook

•	Fits up to 1.75" (45 mm) belt widths

•	Available in Plain Black finish

7352  Badge Holder
•	  Shaped for shield-style badges

•	2.5" x 3.5" (64 mm x 89 mm)

CD-AUTO  Auto Magazine Holder
•	Black metal clip-on design 

•	  Carries single magazine in a butt-up, mid-ride position 

•	Ideal for plainclothes or off-duty use

•	Now available for single stack 9mm pistols

7350 Badge Holder
•	Three sizes for star and shield

•	Metal clip

•	Diameter: 3" (76 mm)

81 Open Top Single Magazine-Snap
•	Features a low-cut design

•	  Back side folds over to form snap-type belt loop

•	For use on belts up to 1.75" (45 mm)

•	Available in Plain Black finish

81 CD-AUTO 079

123

572

573 590

L820/L830 842/852

73527350

074  Open Top Single Magazine Pouch
•	Paddle-style single magazine holder

•	  Features built-in locking mechanism that keeps the 
holder in place at all times

•	Fits belts up to 1.5" (38 mm) wide

•	Adjustable tension device

•	Available in Plain Black or STX finishes

841/851  Contoured Dress Belt – Male 1.25" (32 mm) & 1.5" (38 mm)
•	  Made of the long lasting and easy to care for SafariLaminate™ with a 7/8" 

vegetable-tanned leather liner to provide stability for handguns

•	Curved to fit the contours of the body

•	Two hidden cuff keys

•	Available in Plain Black with solid brass or chrome buckle

71 Injection Molded Single Mag Pouch
•	Flexible “accordion” design allows for multiple fits 

and minimal size 

•	Fits magazines, flashlights, knives and multi-tools 

•	Available in Black or Tan 

•	Fits 1.5" (38 mm) to 2.25" (58 mm) belt widths

07
4
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TEAM SAFARILAND
Team Safariland was started in 1985 and is an integral part of our product development process. Team members 
have combined competition and LE-trainer experience and regularly field-test materials and products for 
Safariland®. Their involvement helps keep us at the very forefront of cutting-edge design.

TOM CAMPBELL   
•	 2001 USPSA Limited 10 National Champion
•	 1977-1988 Member of USPSA Shooting Team
•	 1985 European Champion
•	 1986 USPSA Team Captain

TIERANI HENDRIX   
•	 2011 IDPA World Ladies SSP Champion
•	 USA IPSC National High Lady – Production 

Division
•	 GA State IDPA Ladies and Steel Challenge Hi 

Junior Champion

KENDA LENSEIGNE   
•	 2009 CMSA Overall World Champion and 

Holder of 6 World Records
•	 2010 CMSA Overall National Champion
•	 4 Time CMSA World Point Champion Cowgirl

MAGGIE REESE   
•	 Top Shot Contestant, Season 2
•	 2011 USPSA Ladies Production World Team, 

IPSC Silver Medalist
•	 2011 Iron Man and Rocky Mountain 3-Gun 

Ladies Champion
•	 2 Time USPSA National Ladies Multigun 

Champion

JULIE GOLOB   
•	 First and Only Six Time Division National 

Champion
•	 2011 USPSA Production Ladies National 

Champion
•	 2011 USPSA Revolver Ladies National 

Champion

DOUG KOENIG   
•	 2011 and 13 Time Bianchi Cup champion
•	 2011 and 17 Time Bianchi Cup Champion
•	 2011 Bianchi Cup Open Shoot-Off Champion

MIKE LEHNER   
•	 Member of Team Safariland for 19 years
•	 Holder of numerous local, state and regional 

titles in USPSA/NRA/PPC/NSCA
•	 Post Certified Law Enforcement Instructor 

for 30 Years

BILL ROGERS   
•	 Author of “Be fast, Be Accurate, Be The 

Best”
•	 Author of “Make ready with Bill Rogers 

Reactive Pistol Shooting” Video
•	 1976 – Present: Owner, operator, head 

instructor for the Rogers Shooting School
•	 Inventor of, and patented the “Kydex” 

holster

TASHA HANISH   
•	 2 Time Tactical Optics 3-Gun National Ladies 

Champion
•	 2011 and 3 Time Rocky Mountain Limited 

Scope Ladies Champion
•	 2011 and 3 Time Superstition Mystery 

Mountain Tactical Optics Ladies Champion

BOBBY MCGEE   
•	 2011 Golden State CA IDPA Champion ESP 

Master
•	 2011 Texas State 3rd Overall Production 

division

•	 3 Time Washington State IDPA Champion

KIPPI LEATHAM   
•	 2011 USPSA Area 3 Production Ladies 

Champion
•	 2011 USPSA Ladies Production World Team, 

IPSC Silver Medalist
•	 4 Time USPSA National Ladies Champion

RANDI ROGERS   
•	 2011 IPSC Ladies Standard World Champion
•	 2011 USPSA Ladies Standard Team member 

and IPSC World Champion
•	 11 Time Cowboy Action Ladies World 

Champion

JESSIE HARRISON   
•	 2011 and 2 Time Bianchi Cup Ladies 

Champion
•	 2011 and 9 Time USPSA National Ladies 

Champion
•	 2011 and 11 Time Steel Challenge World 

Champion

SCOTT CARNAHAN   
•	Team Safariland Captain
•	USPSA Master 
•	NRA High Master
•	Bianchi Cup National Class 

Champion

JOHN PRIDE   
•	 1968 US ARMY Bronze Star and Combat 

Medics Badge, Vietnam Service
•	 4 Time Bianchi Cup Champion

•	 4 Time NRA Police National Champion

ROB LEATHAM   
•	 2011 IPSC World Shoot Modified Senior 

World Champion and Gold Medal Winner for 
Modified Team

•	 24 time USPSA national Champion
•	 2011 Bianchi Cup Production and 8 Time 

Bianchi Cup Champion
•	 2011 Steel Challenge ESP Champion and 7 

Time Steel Challenge Champion

MICHAEL VOIGT   
•	 2011 and 11 Time USPSA Multigun National 

Champion
•	 2011 Iron Man and Rocky Mountain 3-Gun 

Champion
•	 2011 IPSC World Shoot Gold Medal Winner 

as part of US Modified Team
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002 Cup Challenge Competition Holster
•	Features dual-tension screws 

on the holster body, one in back 
of cylinder and the other in back 
of barrel, allowing a balanced 
retention of the handgun 

•	Loop lined belt tab provides a firm 
and adjustable carry when used 
with the Safariland Model 032 
hook-lined competition belt

•	Accommodates both scoped and 
non-scoped revolvers as well as 
most revolvers with standard, 
heavy, and slab side barrels 

•	Built-in removable muzzle strap 
protects front sights 

•	Available in STX Tactical® or STX 
Basketweave finishes

5197 Open Top Concealment Belt Loop with Detent
•	Compact and lightweight 

•	Detent in trigger guard for reliable weapon security 

•	Low cut sides for ease of draw and added comfort 

•	  Adjustable injection molded belt loop fits 1.5" (38 mm),  
1.75" (45 mm), 2" (50 mm), and 2.25" (58 mm); please specify 

•	  Belt loop is user adjustable for cant angle; can even be 
worn cross draw 

•	IDPA approved 

•	Genuine SafariLaminate™ construction 

•	Available in STX finishes51
97

5198  Open Top Concealment Paddle

Team Safariland recommended for 
USPSA Production, Single Stack 
Class, Multi-Gun, and IDPA

01
4

014 Open Class Competition Holster 
•	Body machined out of aluminum to stabilize the handgun, yet offers 

little resistance for a secure and fast draw

•	Ball joint on holster allows complete freedom of movement to 
customize the handgun draw

•	Fully adjustable nosepiece accommodates barrels from 5" to 7.5" (13 
cm – 19 cm)

•	Fits a variety of competition handguns, with or without red dot or 
magnified optics

•	Injection-molded adjustable trigger guard lock

•	Front nosepiece designed to retain handgun and help prevent gun 
from being knocked out of the holster once seated

•	Incorporates a simple push lock which secures weapon into the 
trigger block

•	Available in Black

COMPETITION HOLSTERS

6005-12  
Shotgun Speedloader Holder
•	Designed to be worn on the 

thigh

•	Provides quick access to up 
to 5 shotgun speedloaders

•	Cup and retention clip system 
keeps loaders stable, even 
while running

•	Includes ELS 34 Fork on leg 
strap to work in conjunction 
with 032 ELS Competition Belt 60

05
-1

2

Legal for the following divisions: Bianchi Cup Open Division, 
Steel Challenge Limited and Open Division, USPSA Open, 
Limited, & Limited-10 and USPSA Multi-Gun All Divisions  
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COMPETITION 
RIGS
Safariland® is pleased to offer the new ELS belt 
system ideal for competition shooting. This system is 
so versatile and functional that it is changing the way 
competitive shooters rig up for their competitions. 
I’ve been working with Team Safariland this year in 
developing a number of rig options; the combinations 
are endless. Below is what our team has found to work 
best for each type of shooting. 

Fellow Competitor—
      It all starts with the model 030, a loop underbelt that 

passes through the belt loops of your pants or shorts. 
Next is the 032 ELS Competition outer belt. The hook 
portion allows you to secure the outer belt to the 
underbelt, exactly the way you want it, every time.  
We designed it to be very strong to hold your holster 
and high capacity magazines in place, yet light and 
comfortable. Finally by using the Quick Locking 
System (QLS) for larger attachment capability and 
the Equipment Locking System (ELS) for items like 
magazine pouches and shotgun shell holders you 
truly have a modular system. Check out my rigs 
shown here and visit our Web site for additional 
product information. 

Vice President Marketing, Equipment Products

3-Gun Rig Open Class
With Multi-Gun competition the ELS rig really comes into 
play. One of the biggest challenges with 3-Gun competition is 
reconfiguring your rig for each course of fire. This rig makes it easy to change 
out your pouches and holster to meet the demands of the stage. For Open Class 
3-Gun competition, you can mount the 014 holster directly to the belt or slide the 
holster onto the belt. Mike likes to mount the 014 directly to the belt and then 
mount his handgun and rifle mag pouches around his belt. 

3-Gun Rig – Tactical Class
Here is my Tactical Scope Multi-Gun rig. I either use a drop leg 
adapter with a 5198 or 6354 holster to provide added protection to 
the handgun as seen here or as Mike does, mount a directly to the 
belt. We also have the option to mount a leg shroud on the left side 
to carry more ammo if needed. 

Production Class Rig
Here is my rig set up for Production Class; I simply change out the pouches and holster 
and I’m good to go. This also keeps the handgun and magazines in the same location so 
that you are not relearning new positions for each. Rob also shoots L-10 and Limited in 
these same locations; keep it simple and consistent.

Open Class Rig
For the Open, Limited and L10 shooter, the ELS Receiver Plates can be mounted 
in four different configurations, plus with the angle adjustments on the ELS Fork, 
there is a full 90° of adjustment available for your mag pouches. You can mount 
the belt through the holster belt loop or mount the 014 rod directly to the belt. 
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030   Buckleless™ Competition Underbelt – 
1.5" (38 mm) 

•	Loop on outer side to connect to model 032

•	Available in Black with web finish

032 ELS Competition Belt 1.75" (45 mm)
•	Reinforced to hold heavy competition handguns 

and ammunition

•	Hook lined to attach to 030 underbelt

•	Pre-cut holes to mount ELS 35 Receiver Plates 
in multiple locations and angles

•	Available in Nylon Look and Basketweave 
finishes

J-KTR, J-LP  
Shooters Loading Block
•	  Convenient trays hold wadcutter, 

semi-wadcutter or round nosed .38 
or .357 ammunition

•	Popular for all speedloaders

COMP I  Speedloader
•	Injection-molded construction

•	Popular for concealment

•	Features a small knob providing 
maximum concealment for small 
frame revolvers

•	Large-frame versions offer 
maximum grip clearance

COMP II  Speedloader
•	Injection-molded construction

•	Popular for duty use 

•	  Features a small knob providing 
maximum concealment  
for small-frame revolvers

•	  Medium-size knob for ease of 
locking closed

•	  Large-frame versions offer 
maximum grip clearance

COMP III  Speedloader
•	Injection-molded construction

•	Popular for competition 

•	  Spring-driven to offer the fastest 
weapon reloading device

080-12/081-12  Shotgun Shell Holder
•	  Molded shotgun shell holder holds (2) 

12-gauge shells

•	  Belt clip features an extended bottom hook for 
security

•	  Fits belts up to 2.25" (58 mm) wide

•	081-12 features mounting holes

4555 Shooters' Range Bag
•	Removable center carry 

compartment has zippered, 
padded side panels for 4 separate 
handgun compartments 

•	Magazine pouches conveniently 
sewn into main storage area 

•	Two large exterior pocket and a 
fully lined interior 

•	Overall dimensions: 14" x 9" x 10"

•	Available in Black

•	For more information see page 80

4556 3-Gun Competition Case
•	Heavy-duty lockable zippers, two 

adjustable outside accessory pouches

•	Large dual handgun/accessory 
pouch with individual hook and loop 
enclosed handgun storage areas 
and 4 pistol mag pouches large 
enough for extended magazines

•	Unique zippered barrel expansion 
slot on side of case can be opened 

to allow use of longer firearms (up 
to 51") while still fully encompassing 
weapon muzzle

•	46" overall length (with expansion slot 
closed)

•	  Available in Black

•	For more information see page 81

080-12 081-12

COMPETITION ACCESSORIES

085 Shotgun Shell Holder 
•	  Provides (4) 12-gauge shells when needed 

•	  All shells can be grasped and employed 
at once 

•	  Available on an ELS 34 Locking Fork, 
744BL Belt Clip, ELS 34/ELS 35 Locking 
Fork and Plate combo, or plain for direct 
leg shroud mounting 

•	  Tensioners provide solid retaining system 
to hold shells, even when some are 
removed 

•	  For use with 2 ¾ shells

084 Shotgun Shell Holder 
•	Provides (6) 12-gauge shells when needed

•	  All shells can be grasped and employed 
at once

•	  Available on an ELS 34 Locking Fork, 
744BL Belt Clip, ELS 34/ELS 35 Locking 
Fork and Plate combo, or plain for direct 
leg shroud mounting

•	  Tensioners provide solid retaining system to 
hold shells, even when some are removed

•	  Length of unit can be adjusted with 
internal spacers for use with 2 ¾ or 3" 
shells

085 084
771  Open Front Magazine Pouch
•	   Features two magazine tensioning 

screws on back side of the holster 
to adjust tension on both the 
middle and end of the magazine

•	Sits against plastic rollers that 
reduce drag during draw

•	Open-front design keeps index 
finger from touching the holder 
during reload, ensuring fast reload

•	Available in STX Tactical® or STX 
Basketweave finish

773  Open Top Single Magazine Pouch
•	Utilizes the 90° adjustable belt loop

•	2 sets of tension screws threaded 
through rollers for greater 
adjustment and lightning-fast 
reloads

•	Closed low-cut front to help 
secure magazine and prevent it 
from being knocked out of the 
front of the pouch

•	Built-up channel for clearance 
of the bullet during the draw

•	Available in STX Tactical or 
STX Basketweave finishes
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075-2  Hearing Protection 
Holder

•	Clips on to belt

•	Available in Black

TS-6810 Safariland® Women’s Polo Shirt 
•	Double mercerized 2-ply 100% cotton

•	Black V-neck with the Safariland logo 
embroidered on left chest

•	Available in sizes S-XL

TS-6820 Safariland® Men’s Polo Shirt
•	Black with the Safariland logo embroidered on 

left chest

•	Available in sizes S-2XL

TS-9250/9255 Safariland® Hat 
•	Adjustable size fits all

•	Low-profile design

•	Embroidered logo on front and Safariland on 
back and on edge of bill

•	Available in Black and Tan

SAF-CUP-2 Coffee Tumbler
•	16 oz. stainless tumbler with black matte finish

•	Safariland logo printed in red and liquid gold 
on one side

SAF-CUP-MUG Coffee Mug
•	Black matte finish with Safariland logo in red 

and liquid gold on both sides

•	Ceramic 

•	17 oz. capacity

HARDWARE KIT
•	  Kit provides the necessary materials: screws, 

rollers, washers, T-nuts, hook and Allen 
wrench to service Safariland holsters

DVD Training DVDs 
•	  Wide selection of informative training DVDs 

available

SAFARILAND ACCESSORIES

TS-6830 Safariland® Men’s Polo Shirt 
•	100% polyester wicks away perspiration to keep 

you cool in the heat and warm when it’s cold

•	Safariland logo on chest, back, and arm of shirt

•	Large diagonal background Impala logo across 
front and back of shirt

•	Available in white

•	S-2XXL

TS-2100 Safariland® Mock Turtleneck 
•	  Team Safariland Competition long-sleeve T-shirt

•	Made of 100% cotton fabric – Hanes® – with 
spandex-enhanced cuffs and neck

•	Silk-screened on front, back and sleeves with 
Safariland logo

•	Available in Black

•	Available in sizes S-XL
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DUtY GeAR
cOnsUMeR WARninG: ReAD iMMeDiAtelY
Safariland and Bianchi holsters and duty gear products are designed to meet the demand for high-performance products for law enforcement and civilians. Fitted and used 
properly, a holster is a valuable aid in carrying a firearm.  Because holsters are used to carry firearms, however, any person purchasing or using a Safariland or Bianchi holster 
should read and understand the following warnings and all instructions included with his or her holster, as well as be thoroughly familiar with the proper and safe use of his or her 
firearm in the circumstances in which he or she is using it.

Close tolerances for holster/handgun fit require consistent handgun specifications and characteristics as well as extremely precise holster design. Safariland produces its 
products in this manner of quality materials with efficiency and safety in mind. Although these warnings may not pertain to all Safariland products, or all circumstances, they 
should be read prior to the purchase, sale or use of any Safariland or Bianchi product.  Some products have special and/or supplemental instructions and/or safety information 
that must be read prior to their use. Call Safariland at 800.347.1200 for copies of these materials.

tRAininG AnD pRActice
Use of a handgun under any circumstance may be dangerous. SERIOUS INJURY OR EVEN DEATH may result without proper training in the safe handling of firearms. Proper 
training should be obtained from an accredited firearms safety program conducted by competent, qualified instructors in the military, police academies or National Rifle 
Association-affiliated instruction programs. A firearm should not be carried or used without a thorough knowledge of its characteristics and safe use in the circumstances in 
which it is intended to be used. It is also the user’s responsibility to be certain that his or her firearm is in proper, safe operating condition.

We strongly recommend a regular holster practice regime be utilized to ensure the continued capabilities of both the Safariland product and its user. The Safariland Training 
Group has many shooting courses available. Visit www.safariland.traininggroup for more information.  Should you have any questions concerning your Safariland or Bianchi 
products, call Safariland toll free at 800.347.1200.

pROpeR HOlsteR fit
NEVER PLACE A LOADED HANDGUN IN A HOLSTER WITHOUT FIRST TESTING FOR PROPER FIT WITH THE HANDGUN UNLOADED. Although Safariland attempts to provide 
accurate information regarding which specific holster models were designed to accommodate a specifically identified handgun, or handguns, Safariland does not warrant the 
accuracy of such information and specifically disclaims any responsibility or liability for, or consequences resulting from, errors or inaccuracies in such information. Users are 
advised not to rely on such compatibility information but are advised to personally verify holster/handgun compatibility in each and every case using actual products.

Handgun manufacturers continually update manufacturing specifications in their quest for better products. These changes may occur one or more times within a particular 
handgun model year, and make it difficult for proper handgun identification and holster fit.

The slightest change in handgun design can have a major safety effect on the close tolerance of Safariland duty gear products. These changes may not affect other holster 
brands that do not maintain the Safariland Duty Gear high standards. 

If the user has any questions or doubt concerning holster fit, contact Safariland immediately as to which version of a particular handgun you and/or your customer may possess 
and its compatibility with Safariland or Bianchi holsters.

Be advised that it is the user’s responsibility to periodically check his or her holster and related hardware for proper fit and function. Should any product, including a Safariland or 
Bianchi Duty Gear product, become worn, loose, broken, defective or ill-fitting, CEASE USE IMMEDIATELY.  

OtHeR VeRY iMpORtAnt WARninGs
DO NOT use Safariland or Bianchi holsters with custom or modified guns or broken, worn or inferior manufactured guns, including guns that are not of original factory specifications.  
DO NOT use after-market grips not manufactured by Safariland, grip adapters, target hammers, target triggers or trigger shoes. After-market handgun modifications may cause 
improper holster fit and ACCIDENTAL HANDGUN DISCHARGE. Never attempt to modify Safariland or Bianchi duty gear products in any way. 

Do not attempt to cock a handgun while holstered, as such cocking can cause severe damage to either the handgun or holster, or both, and may cause an ACCIDENTAL 
DISCHARGE. 

Some users of certain handgun models insist on carrying the weapon in what is referred to as a cocked and locked condition (i.e., the gun is cocked with the safety engaged). 
Safariland does not recommend or approve of any such practice, and advises against it. This condition for such handguns should be reserved only for the most advanced, 
experienced and skilled professional shooters under conditions that require the handgun to be drawn and fired under extremely short time constraints. Carrying a handgun in this 
condition INCREASES THE RISK OF ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE. It should only be used by those who have the training and experience to recognize the inherent risks associated 
with it.

It should be noted that NO HOLSTER IS COMPLETELY SNATCH-PROOF OR TAKEAWAY-PROOF. Therefore, the user must exercise extreme diligence at all times in any situation 
where another person may attempt to take the user’s handgun. The handgun should be held in place by the user whenever vigorous activity, such as running, jumping, falling or 
tumbling, is encountered or attempted. ALWAYS keep safety straps snapped if the holster is so equipped.

Keep thumb on back of hammer or slide when inserting handgun in holster to help ensure no movement occurs during insertion. Always keep fingers clear of trigger when 
drawing or replacing handgun in holster. Place index finger on outside of trigger guard to avoid inadvertent strap or foreign object interference when reholstering.

For complete ordering instructions and additional information, please visit safariland.com/dutygear.
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tO ensURe YOUR sAtisfActiOn
Your product is carefully crafted from the finest materials. For product longevity and your own safety, here are some commonsense guidelines:

inspecting Your product 
1. Thoroughly read the safety information in this catalog and other information included with your purchase.
2. Make sure your handgun fits properly, safely and to your satisfaction.
3. Visually inspect your handgun for any defects in material or workmanship.
4. Check the retainer strap, spring or other retaining device and be certain that your handgun is properly and safely secured for your application.
5. Visually inspect all stitchings, snaps, springs, clips and rivets for looseness, breakage or other damage.
6. Pay special attention to points of strain and critical points, such as belt loops, welts, retainer straps, springs or other retaining devices.
7. Look for any sign that leather or other materials have become dry or brittle.
8. Should your holster or other product become worn, loose, defective or ill-fitting, cease use immediately.
 

cARe AnD stORAGe
leAtHeR
storage 
Store your leather product in a cool, dry place. High humidity can cause mildew, while dry heat and direct sunlight can cause drying and cracking. If you leave your handgun in 
the holster or other product, check it daily for moisture, condensation or corrosion. Changing atmospheric conditions, heavy perspiration and other factors could create such 
conditions.

care 
Treat the interior of your holster with spray silicone to help protect against excess moisture. Spray silicone also speeds the draw by reducing friction.

If your product becomes water-soaked, reshape it as best you can and allow it to air-dry at room temperature. Do not use a hot oven – it will shrink, harden and crack the leather.

Because Bianchi leather is hand finished with our special leather dressing, should your leather product become dry or scratched, you can treat the exterior with a commercial 
leather dressing that does not contain lacquer. (Be careful when using Neat’s foot oil; large amounts will soften the leather.)

Brass cartridges or other brass hardware when stored with leather will acquire a greenish residue called “verdigris.“ It is a natural product of a chemical reaction between brass 
and vegetable-tanned leather, and it wipes off. (Using nickel-plated cartridges in belt loops will avoid this condition.)

sAfARilAMinAte™, AccUMOlD®, AccUMOlD® elite™ AnD pAtROltek™

storage 
These products have been field-proven to withstand a wide variety of environmental conditions. These products should be stored in a cool, dry environment when not in use. We 
do not recommend storing these products in a vehicle trunk or other areas where extreme heat can exceed the outside environment.

Never store your SafariLaminate products near a heat source that emits high temperatures (200°F), which can deform or destroy the polymer from which many SafariLaminate 
products are manufactured.  If you have accidentally exposed your equipment to a heat source you should immediately remove it from the area, allow it to cool to room 
temperature and then operate it to ensure correct function.

cleaning 
These products are best cleaned with a solution of warm, soapy water and a soft brush. A toothbrush and dish soap work well. If decontamination is required, an antibacterial 
soap or 10% solution of household chlorine bleach may be used. After cleaning, simply rinse off with fresh water and let air-dry. Be sure the product is completely dry inside and 
out prior to use. 

When these products are exposed to salt spray or immersed in salt water, it is important to thoroughly rinse them in warm water as soon as possible. Never use solvents such as 
acetone to clean AccuMold products, as this could result in damage to the product.

HOW tO MeAsURe BARRel lenGtH
Before you order a holster, please be sure you have the correct barrel measurement for your handgun. This measurement is very easy to do, and it will ensure that you get the 
holster that’s exactly right for your gun.

5"

semiautomatics – Measure 
barrel length from the rear 
portion of the ejection port to 
the muzzle.

4"

Revolvers – Measure barrel length from 
the face of the cylinder to the muzzle.
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